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So much has been written on the cub
j
e o -fe of Hamlet, that '
i
any new attempt in this field seems foolish indeed. The play I'
II
"has been endlessly analyzed, explained, torn to pieces, recon- !
structed, riddled and unriddled by philosopher and critic, !l
historian and philologist, scholar and grammarian,'*^ and to
|
this list may be added a host of psychologists, psychiatrists,
and medical practitioners. One wonders why the ghost of the
!
!




The tremendous influenee a
S
igmund Freud’s theory of the
unconscious upon the science of the mind, after a short
incubation period, has resulted in the remarkable expansion
of the field of psychology. In our time this body of theory
has grown from its stiimbling beginnings into a full-fledged
science, and by now has established Itself as an important,
if sometimes troublesome, elem.ent of our culture. The impact
of psychological, especially Freudian, concepts upon literary
criticism needs no discussion here, but certain dangers arising
from this influence need consideration.
The invasion of the field of literary criticism by members
of this new science--a science that has not even proceeded
1, Rosamund Gilder, John Gielgud's Hamlet, New York, Oxford
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far enough in its evolution to have reached consistency within
j,
i|
itself--has resulted in a large amount of published opinion ||
on the subject of Shakespeare, especially in his psychological i
I





It is the purpose of this thesis to refute claims made
by prominent medico-psychological authorities that Shakespeare
had specialized and modern psychopathological knowledge. The
vast amount of material that has been written already on this
subject makes it necessary, for purposes of clarity and
brevity, to restrict this thesis to an analysis of one play:
Hamlet . It is felt that the problem as a whole can be adequate-
ly handled by the study of Hamlet alone, and that the refutation
of claims made by the aforementioned authorities can be made
thoroughly convincing by such treatment.
The mass of literature already written on the subject
of Hamlet proves that there is still disagreement about him.
Now that the psychologists have added a newer note to ’’the
olde daunce,” another thesis on the subject is justified.
Since the inception of the idea for this thesis. Sir Laurence
Olivier’s production of Hamlet in a movie version has
emphasized this subject, especially in its psychological
aspects, and several articles dealing with this matter have
appeared in current magazines--articles which reopen the whole
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which state in brief the tenets of this thesis; consequently
the author feels that this subject may profitably be pursued
further, despite the cries of many who feel that the torn
ground badly needs a rest.
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A REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE CLAIMING SPECIALIZED AND MODERN
|j
PSYCHOPATHOLOGICAL KNOWLEDGE FOR SHAKESPEARE
,
I
This chapter will outline the major theories concerning
the character of Hamlet and will devote special attention to
those psychologists and medical authorities who claim that
Shakespeare must have had modern psychopathological knowledge.
These are the men who have ’’reopened” the field and whom
i
this thesis sets out to prove wrong in their claims. '
Shakespeare’s greatness stems from many highly developed
talents, but among these the most important are his keen sense
of observation, his extensive psychological insight into
human nature, and his ability, as a true creative artist, to
!
blend intricate human emotions and passions into living
i
poetry and living drama. A cursory glance at any of Shakes- '
peare’s sources impresses upon us his primary interest in
characterization and the Interplay of personalities.
Shakespeare clearly understood and vividly depicted all that
was around him-- the beautiful and the ugly, the good and the
bad, the tragic, the fanciful and the real. Abnormal mental
conditions came within the wide range of his vision, and he
depicted these powerfully and with great insight. Because
of his ability to depict people clearly, he has been falsely
Hf''
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5endowed with exceptional knowledge in the field of ps;ycho-
pathology. Let us examine what these claimants have to say.
Dr. George Ellery Price, who is a neurologist, says that
Shakespeare is a neuropsychiatrist. His "Insight and analysis
of the workings of the human mind is something at which to
marvel.... Nowhere... do we find so many and such remarkable
descriptions of senility as we find in the writings of
Shakespeare."^ The Freudians state that "The myriad-minded
Shakespearean writer had an intimate knowledge of the truly
mentally diseased. i»2 Dr. James Frederich Rogers, a psychiatris i^.
feels that "As a minister to the mind. . .he has no peer. It 3
Dr. Max Kahn, a psychobiologist, points out^ that "Shakespeare’s
knowledge of Insanity was immense...."'^ Here are four
scientists, representatives of four separate fields within
the science of the mind, fields which are founded upon quite
different basic tenets, all claiming specialized psycho-
logical knowledge for Shakespeare. The civil war that goes
on between many of the branches of the larger science of
psychology seems to die out when the subject of Shakespeare
arises--a truce is declared, because the combatants find in
him a conformity which pleases them all. The fact that here
1. G. E. Price, M.D.
,
"VJilllam Shakespeare as a Neuro-
psychiatrist," Annals of Medical History
,
X, 1928, page 159
2. Roger Alexander", M.D.
,
"Hamlet the Classical Malingerer,"
Medical Journal and Record
,
LXXX, 1929, page 287.
3. TH F. Rogers, "Shakespeare as Health Teacher," Scientific
Monthly
,
II, July, 1916, page 590.
4. Max Kahn, M.D., "Shakespeare’s Knowledge of Medicine,"
New York Medical Journal, XCII, October 29, 1910, page 864.
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is one of the few places where they ^ agree leads us to
attempt further investigation. The point here is not, as
these writers claim, that Shakespeare had any modern psycho-
logical knowledge, but rather that he knew human nature and
that he depicted it with truth. Human nature does not change
greatly with man's evolution, and hence Shakespeare's
j
characters exhibit largely the same personalities that men do
today--or in any day.
Shakespeare, with no special nineteenth century psycho-
pathological knowledge, and often with no intention of seeming
unduly to stress the psychological factors involved, has
simply depicted people with such great accuracy that a
j
psychiatrist today, whatever his interpretation of personality^
can diagnose and theorize to a remarkable degree. Herein lies
much of the greatness of Shakespeare: the fact that there
are elements of all of ourselves in his characters. The real
roots of the controversy may be located in this ground. V^e
do not need to claim any super-psychological knowledge for
Shakespeare in order to honor his characterizations; we need
only point out v/hat is even more remarkable: his genius in
portraying human beings brilliantly. He does this so well
that anyone today can, without long psychological interviews
and tests, see clearly into the personality of his characters.
It is this fact that these authors miss, or choose to ignore,
when they see Shakespeare as a modern psychiatrist. At this
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with special emphasis upon the psychological reviews, can be
undertaken with the intent of showing that such criticism
which claims for Shakespeare any psychiatric knowledge, in
the modern sense of the word, is in error.
Our experiences in life to a great extent determine our
interpretation of the psychological behavior of Shakespeare’s
characters, and it is this fact that causes most of the
controversy. All important critics agree that Shakespeare
was a master at depicting the mind and its complexities, even
those shadowy regions of insanity, but they differ widely in
their interpretation of any one character. It will become
evident as the following review of the literature unfolds,
that the various critics have all failed to judge Shakespeare
by his standards; they have fallen into the serious critical
error of judging Shakespeare by their own standards. Yet
these critics are specialists in osychopathology
,
neuro-
psychiatry, and leaders in their fields. They are all loud
in their praise of Shakespeare as a modern psychiatrist. Let
us take these up chronologically.
Dr. Edgar Berge Brigham, head of the New York state
tunatic Asylum at Utica, speaking of Shakespeare's ’’remarkable
ability and accuracy” in his depiction of insanity, says,
’’There is scarcely a form of mental disorder he had not
alluded to and pointed out the causes and method of treat-
ment.”^ Also ”his knowledge of insanity was not only great
II
1. E. B. Brigham, M.D., ’’Shakespeare’s Illustrations of
- Tnaonl 1844. Page 27.
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and varied... but his views... were very far in advance of the
age in which he lived. He closes his article by claiming
j
i;
that, "In this extensive establishment are all the insane !|
2 ^1
characters described by Shakespeare." Unfortunately Dr. Brig-j:
j
ham neglects to state where Shakespeare does all this; he
|
I
speaks in generalities. *
i
Dr. Isaac Ray feels that "In his knowledge of insanity
Shakespeare was in advance of his own and succeeding genera-
tions," and that "in the pages of Shakespeare are delinea-
I
tions of ...[insanity] that may be ranked with the highest
triumphs of their masterly genius."'^ Dr. Ray then speaks of
the treatment employed in his own time: "Vtfould that we were
able to say that courts of our own times have entirely avoided
this error and studied the influence of insanity upon human
conduct more by the light of Shakespeare ... than of meta-
physical dogmas and legal maxims."
Shakespeare’s understanding of the interplay of
personalities, and his use of this in his dramatic art, cause
Dr. John Charles Bucknill to idolatrize at length. He says,
"Shakespeare not only possesses more psychological insight
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points out the poet’s '’intimate knowledge of the normal state i
of the mental functions in every variety of character. The |i
consistency of Shakespeare is in no characters more close and
true than in those most difficult ones wherein he portrays |'
»
the development of mental unsoundness,” for, ”In his hands
the laws of mental aberration are as sure as those of the
most regular development.”^ Dr. Bucknill continues in the
superlative vein with, ”Our wonder at his profound knowledge
of mental diseases increases, the more carefully we study
his works; here and elsewhere, he displays with prolific
carelessness a knowledge of principles, half of which would
p
make the reputation of a modern psychologist.”
Dr. Abner Otis Kellogg praises "Shakespeare's intuitive
psychological knowledge” and is close to the truth with that
word ’’intuitive”, but he soon goes beyond the bounds of reason
when he states that ”he understood insanity in all its forms;
and it would not be more difficult to show that Shakespeare
was once physician- in-chief to Bedlam Hospital than to
establish many other things that have been asserted respecting
'Z
his earthly career." Dr. Kellogg unwittingly argues against
himself when he says, '*To suppose that Shakespeare obtained
his knowledge of insanity and medical psychology from his
contemporaries, or from works on these subjects extant in his






3. A. 0. Kellogg, M.D., Shakespeare's Delineations of Insanity ,
New York, Hurd and Houghton, 1868, page 14.
0
day, is simply absurd.'*^ Is it not just as absurd to claim
for Shakespeare a body of knowledge that many great thinkers
took years to formulate? Shakespeare obviously got no
nineteenth century psychological knowledge from his times, and
it is not necessary to assume he must have had such knowledge
simply because he depicts his characters well. In modern
techniques, a movie camera trained on a patient through an
invisible screen records much that is used later by the
psychiatrist for diagnostic purposes. This does not imply
knowledge on the part of the camera. Shakespeare, in a day
of few such scientific refinements, recorded an amazing
amount of human nature much as the camera does: through
keen observation. He did not attempt to evaluate in modern
terms those ”mad folk’* that he drew so well; he was satisfied
to put them very much alive into his plays. It is partly
true that contrary to the beliefs of his time with regard to
insanity, Shakespeare ’’Believed that insanity was a disease
of the brain and could be cured... by judicious care and
management, all of which he, Shakespeare, points out as
clearly as it could be done by a modern expert,” and it is
unfortunately true that ’’After nearly two centuries and a
half we have little to add to what Shakespeare appears to
have known of these Intricate subjects.” That these claims
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,
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are true, however, does not imply that Shakespeare had any
specialized or modern knowledge. The ancient Greeks knew
that insanity was a disease of the mind and recomended music
and the soothing song of the brook as a cure. Shakespeare,
too, knew that rest and music would cure King Lear, but one
cannot infer from this instance that Shakespeare, with
specialized knowledge beyond that of his day, set out in this
play to present a technical treatise on insanity. As will be
shown in chapter two, Shakespeare was not ahead of his times
in his psychological attitudes. The ’’extraordinary accuracy
and facility manifested by the great dramatist in the
delineations of mind as warped and influenced by disease has
I
impressed Dr. Kellogg to the extent that he “is struck with
wonder and astonishment, that one man (and he a layman) should
j
have known more of this most obscure subject than all the
|
physicians of his time,” and should have “exhibited a
knowledge of the operations of the mind... far beyond that of
his own times, and quite equal to that of the most accomplished
psychologists of our own.“^
Up to this point we have dealt with the literature before
1900 which speaks of Shakespeare’s psychopathological knowledge
in general. Before we proceed to Hamlet itself, let us examine
some of the more modern opinions.
1. A. 0. Kellogg, M.D., “Shakespeare’s Delineations of Mental
Imbecility as Exhibited in His Fools and Clowns,” American
Journal of Insanity
,
XVII, 1861, page 97.
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Professor Freud, whose psychological career was fully
mature at the turn of the century, has a great deal to say
about Shakespeare. He often quotes his lines as examples of
different psychological traits or attitudes and considers
Shakespeare to be endowed with remarkable psychopathological
knowledge. We shall see the major remarks made by Freud on
this matter in the section on Hamlet
,
but his general opinions
on the subject of Shakespeare's psychological acumen can be
discussed here. In no definite sentence does Freud claim any
specialized knowledge of psychopathology for Shakespeare, but
his use of Shakespeare's lines as examples leaves no doubt as
I'
to what he thought. Freud states that Shakespeare understood
i
the psychology of slips of the tongue and used them to convey
his meanings. He points out in many places that Shakespeare
felt and '‘clearly understood most concepts of psychoanalysis
,
...."^ Freud does not make it clear just what these concepts
I
: are. The majority of Freud's remarks on Shakespeare, al-
I
though they imply that he had modern psychopathological
j
knowledge, deal with Shakespeard s own personality. Here again
we have to judge by implication. Freud states that '‘Shakes-
peare's psychological insight into his own personality
* enabled him to depict conflicts so well in his writings.*’^




1 . S. Freud, Translated by Abraham Arden Brill, M.D., The
Basic Writings of Sigmund Freud
,
The Modern Library, New
York, 1938, page 85.
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In 1911 Dr. Ernest Jones published, with Freud's explicit
approval,^ his v/ork on Hamlet . ‘'his is the most authoritative
work in the strict Freudian interpretation of Hamlet and will
be discussed fully later, but Dr. Jones’ general statement
belongs here. He states that in his understanding of neurosis,
”as in so many other aspects, Shakespeare was the first modern.*’^
Marshall Stearns, writing on Hamlet and Freud, does not
make specific claims for Shakespeare’s having nineteenth
century psychological knowledge, but he does say that '’The
time is passing when a critic of literature in general or of
I,
I Hamlet in particular can win the respect of an Intelligent
audience by refusing to deal with F'reudian thought.'*^
Since most of the literature from 1900 to 1949 to be
quoted in this paper deals expressly with Hamlet
,
let us
proceed to the examination of this matter.
The available literature divides itself into four main
4interpretive categories concerning character of Hamlet:
i|
1. oo. clt .
.
page 369.
2. E. Jones, M.D., ’’The Problem of Hamlet and the Oedipus
Complex'** E-eprinted as the Introduction to Hamlet
,
Vision
Press Ltd., Callard House, London, 1947, page 37.
3. M. Stearns, ’’Hamlet and Freud", College English, Vol. 10,
No. 4, February, 1949, page 265. !
4. All the literature to be discussed in this section claims ii
psychopathological knowledge for Shakespeare, but the pre-
dominant theme is that of Hamlet’s charac ter--his sanity
!
or insanity. The psychiatrists whose opinions this paper
sets out to prove erroneous claim that Shakespeare must '
have had advanced psychological knowledge in order to
|portray a madman, a dilatory neurotic, so well. By proving
that Hamlet was neither mad nor dilatory, this paper plans
to refute such claims. Since this thesis deals expressly
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1. That the character is that of a person only feigning
madness
.
2. That it is a combination of both actual and feigned
madness
3. That the character is an exam*ple of “Shakespeare's
ability to portray a true form of insanity.
4. That the character is an example of an unresolved
Oedipus complex.^
The first interpretat ion is that made by nearly all the
I
reputable critics who are not special students of psycho-
I
pathology. Since these critics do not claim any nineteenth
I
century psychological knowledge for Shakespeare, this category
will be discussed in chapter three which deals with the
literature maintaining that Shakespeare had no such knowledge.
The second interpretation is held by Dr. J. C. Bucknill,
who is probably the most important medical critic of Shakes-
peare. Dr. Bucknill speaks of Shakespeare's modern concepts
and then says of the portrayal of Hamlet's character: ’’The
Feint is so close to nature, and there is underlying it
withal so undeniable a substratum of morbid feeling, that in
spite of ourselves, in opposition to our full knowledge that
in his antic disposition Hamlet is putting on a part, we cannot
disposses ourselves of the idea,... that a mind fallen is
presented to us. How exquisitely is here portrayed the state
of the unreasoning melancholiac.” Dr. Bucknill, then, is
In what the literature to be discussed in this chapter
says about Hamlet's character are found the claims made
for Shakespeare's psychopathological knowledge. This
literature will be reviewed here, and refutation of it
made in chapter three after an examination of the actual
psychological knowledge available to Shakespeare in
Elizabethan times.
Qp- page 71.
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claiming that Hamlet is mad and also that Shakespeare miust
have had nineteenth century psychological concepts to portray
such madness.
The third interpretation is advanced by Dr. A. 0. Kellogg
and is closely subscribed to by most psychiatrists--Dr . Ray,
Dr. Brigham, and Dr. Price--those who are not strictly
Freudian in their outlook. Dr. Kellogg states that "most
critics have failed of a true estimate of Hamlet because of
a want of medico-psychological knowledge on their part. It
is only when Hamlet is considered insane that the character
becomes consistent."^ In connection with this, Hamlet is
said to be an example of a genuine case of melancholic
madness--a psychoneurotic. Dr. Brigham, says, "In the life
of Hamlet... we have a full history of a case of insanity...
a case of melancholy madness..., exquisitely drawn", and
p
"finely portrayed." Dr. Kellogg asserts that "such a case
he [ Shakespeare] has given us in the character of Ham.let
v/ith a fidelity to nature which continues more and more to
excite our v^onder . . . the delineation [being] ...so true to
nature that those v^rho are at all acquainted with this intricat
disease are fully convinced that Hamlet represents faithfully
a phase of genuine melancholic madness."^ Dr. Kellogg becomes
1. A. 0. Kellogg, Ivi.D., ’HVilliam Bhakespeare as a Physiologis




2. E. B. Brigham, M.D., "Shakespeare’s Illustrations of
Insanity," American Journal of Insanity
,
I, 1844, page 27.
3. "Shakespeare’s Delineations/* .*^ - page 37.
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: idolatrous when he says, "such are the varied phases of madness
[portrayed]
,
and how wonderful is that power of observation in
our great dramatist, which has enabled him to draw them so
minutely and accurately. His knowledge of the human heart and
mind, under all circumstances and in all forms, whether of
health or disease, is so accurate that he never makes a mis- I
take."^ There are two important implications in the foregoing '
paragraph: one, that Hamlet was intended by Shakespeare to
be insane, and, two, if Dr. Kellogg is correct in his state-
ment that Hamlet cannot be understood without medlcopsycho-
logical training, that Shakespeare had such knowledge and
wrote a play about a madman for a modern audience composed
i
only of professional medical authorities. In the v/ords of
Lord Jeffrey, ’’This will never do.*' Further refutation of |'
such claims will appear in chapter three. !
The final interpretation, involving the Oedipus idea, is :!
strictly Freudian and presents more difficulties than the
first three. There are elements of the Oedipus complex in '!
Hamlet, although this does not imply that Shakespeare knew
|
what this complex was. If one accepts the meaning of Freud’s
|
phrase, one must accept with it Freud’s claims that the comple:x.j
is basic and common in some degree to all men. The resolution
1
of the so-called ’'unresolved Oedipus complex*' lies, according
to Freud, only in a successful analysis. This changes the
picture noticeably. If Freud is correct--and many recent
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psychiatrists claim that he is correct only in part--then
Shakespeare, in drawing Hamlet’s character strictly as a
layman, has simply characterized a human being so well that
Oedipal elements can easily be found in him because these
elements occur in all men. Shakespeare, in other words, need
not have known any modern psychology, the meaning of ’’Oedipus
complex,” nor even need he have had any particular psychologica
intentions in his portrayal, in order to have depicted Hamlet’s
character as he did. This only proves how true to nature
Shakespeare wrote. The Freudian concepts are merely inter-
pretations of the human mind, possibly correct ones, at least
helpful ones in certain conditions, but they are not the final
word by any means. Let us see what Freud and his disciples
have to say about this Oedipal element in Hamlet .
Freud and his group consider the fundamental problem of
Hamlet to be an unresolved Oedipus complex. This, and this
alone, emasculates him to the degree that he cannot act. That
he does act escapes these commentators.
Freud himself says, ’’Shakespeare’s Hamlet is rooted in
the same soil as the Oedipus Rex .” Freud claims that the
overt theme in Oedipus Rex is hidden in Hamlet due to
’’repression in the emotional life of humanity.” According to
Freud, no satisfactory explanation has been offered for the
basic problem in Hamlet which he claims to be ’’Hamlet’s
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.f 1 • 'A*
hira.”^ He further states that “Hamlet is able to do anything
but take vengeance upon the man who did away with his father
and has taken his father’s place with his mother.... The
loathing which should have driven him to revenge is thus
replaced by self-reproach, by conscientious scruples, which
tell him that he himself is no better than the murderer whom
he is required to punish.” Freud further reasons, on the
basis of evidence in the play, that Hamlet is not conscious
of the conflict within himself, and that this conflict “can
be only the poet’s own psychology.” It is then demonstrated
to Freud’s satisfaction through external evidence that Hamlet
was written “immediately after the death of Shakespeare’s
father (1601)" and that “Shakespeare’s son, who died in child-
hood, bore the name of Harnnet,”^ Further development of this
analysis of Shakespeare’s personality has no place here, but
as Marshall Stearns has pointed out in his article on these
matters, “Perhaps I should note in passing the circular logic
involved in establishing an interpretation by an appeal to
0^1 ~to Cm-i't I »r\. fi'-e- H&'e-
the facts of the poet's lifjAby applying this interpretation.”^
Consequently we have Freud claiming with dubious logic that
the central problem of Hamlet is his delay due to severe
neurosis- -a neurosis recognized and understood by Shakespeare
himself
.
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The disciples of Preud writing after 1900 on this subject
I
dutifully follow the master (if they did not do so, as in the !
I
I
case of Jung, they were excommunicated), Ernest Jones has i
written the final Freudian word on this matter and received
i
Freud’s specific benediction for it in the third edition (1911)
of Die Traumdeutung ,^
Dr. Jones, as Stearns says, ‘‘developed Freud’s footnote
into, a brilliant monograph of ninety-eight pages. As the most
authoritative and extensive presentation of the strict Freudian
interpretation of Hamlet
,
Jones’s monograph deserves consider-
2
ation.” Dr. Jones, speaking for the Freudians, sees Hamlet
as expressing “the core of Shakespeare’s psychical person-
ality and outlook on life as no other work of his does,.,.
The central mystery in it--namely, the cause of Hamlet’s
hesitancy in seeking to obtain revenge for his father’s
murder--has well been called the Sphinx of modern Literature.”
Dr, Jones further elaborates upon the idea that Preud had
^«fr eady suggested: that Hamlet could not kill his uncle
because he unconsciously admired him. Since, according to
Jones, Hamlet’s repressed desire to possess his mother and
become the ruling male in his milieu was aroused every time
he considered killing the King, the King who had successfully
attained both of these unconscious goals of Hamlet, Hamlet was
1. Q£. cit .
,
page 311,





rendered neurotically inactive by such deeply repressed and
powerful desires. As Dr. Jones concludes, “Hamlet’s moral fate
is bound up with his uncle’s for good or ill.“^ There is a
i
great amount of extremely interesting material in this mono-
I
graph, material upon each point of which argument could
i
flourish, but we have seen enough at this point for the
' 2
I
purposes of this paper. Dr. Jones calls Shakespeare “modern,” t|
I
he claims that Hamlet is dilatory, and he develops at length i
the theory that Hamlet is seriously neurotic— a victim of an
unresolved Oedipus complex--and hence cannot undertake his
i revenge.
As Marshall Stearns points out, there is material by
j
other psychoanalysts on this subject, but “they fail to take
j
into account the developments in the field since Freud, and
I
are consequently monotonously similar. They represent a more
!
or less mechanical application of strict Freudian theory....
while the most noticeable variation in treatment consists in
the amount of detail .. .which the ingenuity of the analyst
'Z
can fit into the Freudian framework.” We may now pass on to






He makes the remark that both Shakespeare and Hamlet were
to a large degree homosexual (“Gentle Will”), and con-
siders it pertinent to quote Vining’s claim that Hamlet
was a woman. Also, quite beside the point, but indicative
of Dr. Jones’s reasoning, he claims that Hamlet deals him-
self the punishment of death because of unconscious feelin
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knowledge available to Shakespeare in his day has been
'I
' examined, we can return to Hamlet and prove that he was not
dilatory, insane, nor developed as a character by a playwright
!|
I.
l| who had nineteenth century psychopathological knowledge. In
i|
I









THE PSYCHOLOCICAL KNOWLEDGE AVAILABLE TO SHAKESPEARE
To examine in detail the whole body of Elizabethan psycho-
logy is beyond the scope of this thesis, but a general summary
of this field must be presented here in order to make clear
just what psychological knowledge Shakespeare had. Ruth Leone
;
Anderson has discussed these matters thoroughly and has made
an exhaustive study of the primary sources involved.^ From
the wealth of her detail, this paper will summarize her main i
I
categories and present those pertinent examples from Hamlet
that apply to the subject of this thesis.
As Miss Anderson points out, ’’with the English Renaissance
there came a revival of interest in psychology and ethics and i
an extended application of the principles of these subjects
not only to individual life but also to affairs of society
j
and of the state.” Miss Anderson shows how works like
j
Thomas Elyot ' s abstract Of the Knowledg which Maketh a Wise
Man
,
and Batman uppon Bartholome, his Booke De Proprietat Ibus
Rerum were turned to practical purposes by Timothy Bright in
2
his Treatise of Melancholy (1586). Thomas Wright’s Passions
of the Minde in General (1601), and several foreign works
j
1. R. L. Anderson, ’’Elizabethan Psychology and Shakespeare’s
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in translation made up the library of applied psychology of
the times. ^ These were available to Shakespeare, and in the
body of her work Miss Anderson proves that the playwright was
conversant with their concepts and phraseology. Miss Mary
Isabelle O’Sullivan goes so far as to say that Shakespeare
used Timothy Bright's Treatise of Melancholy in writing Hamlet.
As Miss Anderson remarks, ‘‘Shakespeare was in all respects
a man of his time. He did not seek consciously to embody
psychological principles anywhere in his work, for he was pre-
eminently an artist. One must not forget, however, that he
was also a man living among men and thinking with them about
serious problems. The world he created... could be built
only upon contemporary thought. His characters must therefore
be Elizabethan.” Let us see, then, just what that Elizabethan!
psychology is and where it is evident in Hamlet,
i
Miss Anderson points out that this system of psychology
”ls a complex doctrine inherited from Plato and Aristotle,
Hippocrates and G-alen, It cannot be separated at all points
from astrology, medicine, ethics, philosophy, and even
theology. Back of it lies the notion that our bodies and all
i
other matter are composed of the four elements, earth, air,
fire, and water, and that the elements of one substance may
act upon those of another.”^ This Elizabethan psychology is,
1. Loc. clt.
2. M. I. O'Sullivan, “Hamlet and Dr. Timothy Bright,” PMLA,
XLI, 1926, pages 667-679.
3. R. L, Anderson, op. cit., page 4,
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then, ”a science which involves a knowledge of the relation
||
of man to the macrocosm. It differed from modern psychology
||
not in its conception of human behavior, but in its way of ji
i accounting for this behavior.”^ '
Miss Anderson divides her paper into nine main categories ij
which make up the total subject matter of the psychology i
available in Shakespeare’s day. Under these nine headings,
this chapter will summarize Miss Anderson' s v/ork in so far as
it applies to the subject of this thesis.
Body, Soul, and Spirit
Man, according to Elizabethan psychology, which is a
classif icatory science, is composed of three parts: body,
soul, and "spirit,” or "spiritsJ’ The soul is "the internal
2
course of life and m.otion, of sense and understanding."
Miss Anderson quotes Batman’s translation of Anglicus’ De
Proprietatibus Rerum to show that "the soul is a kind of
spiritual and reasonable substance, which God makes of nothing
to give life and perfection to man." The soul owes its
origin in the body to divine infusion. Three kinds of souls,
each subsisting in a different form of life, were described by
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vegetable soul has power to live, grow, and multiply. The
|
sensible soul controls the life of beasts, and the rational
;
soul possesses an intellectual faculty which includes reason i
and will, Man alone has the rational soul, but he also has the;
I
powers of the two inferior souls. ’’The soul of man is a single
entity, possessing in addition to the powers of the two
inferior kinds of soul, a rational faculty which renders man
superior to beasts and enables him to contemplate spiritual
truths; it is a single entity capable of a multiplicity of
operations
In order to give motive power and a means of communication
;
to these operations, God gave man ’’spirits” or ’’spirit,” the
Elizabethan equivalent of a nervous system. These ’’spirits,”
fumes or subtle vapors that arise in the blood, are maintained
in the body by means of nourishment. Different stages in the
purity of sublimation of these ’’spirits” are termed natural,
vital, or animal spirits, and each serves a part of the soul.
Spirits arise from their origin in the liver and pass through
the blood stream to all parts of the body. The purity of
these spirits determines the purity or perfection of the soul.
From the brain the spirits flow through nerves, or sinews, to
other parts of the body and render the soul capable of sense
and motion.
.
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Shakespeare believed in this theory of the soul and in i|
the theory that the operations of the faculties of this soul
were limited to single portions of the brain. As Miss Anderson!
proves by many citations from Shakespeare’s works, ’‘Shakes-
||
peare believed in localization.”^ Memory, imagination, reason,
all are functions of the soul and are affected by changes in
j!
the spirits and depend upon the flov/ and distillation of them. |l
ii
We see here not the brain and mind that the modern psychiatrist
deals with--a mind consisting of associations, instincts,
desires, and learned behavior--but rather an organ depending
for its function upon the purity and circulation of certain
’’spirits.”
The soul of Hamlet, then, is not the soul of a modern
man as modern man would describe it. Shakespeare, when he
portrayed Hamlet’s character, did not think of his soul and
mind as an instrument whose capabilities were ruled by faulty
association, sex disgust, nor neurotic preoccupation with his
mother; Shakespeare rather thought of Hamlet’s soul as de-
pendent upon certain distillations, their purities, and their
circulation. It is this sort of soul in Claudius that Hamlet
wishes to damn by revenge on his uncle.
Elements, Humors, and Temper; Some Characteristics of the Sou|.
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skilfully depends upon the fitness of the instruments they
have at their disposal. The fitness of these instruments...
the Elizabethan explained in terms of a theory of elements,
humors, and temper.'*^
The four elements, earth, v/ater, air, and fire, are the
simplest particles of our bodies. Earth is dry and cold, water
cold and moist, air hot and moist, and fire hot and dry. Earth
is contrary to air and water to fire. Each element is joined
by one of its qualities to that which is below and by the
other to that which is above it. These elements are always
in motion, always preserved from being wasted. ’’The Elements,
Inseparably linked together within the body by their tendencies
to ascend and descend and to incline in a circular motion,
give to man an elemental temperature or complexion.”^ These
elements circulate, but one predominates in each part of the
j
body. Within the body bones represent earth, flesh air, vital
spirits fire, and all the humors water; choler represents fire,
blood air, phlegm water, and melancholy earth. Parts of the
body, as well as man himself, are well tempered if there is
an equal counterpoise of the four qualities, ill tempered if
I
one of them predominates. Timothy Bright says ’’Againe, it
I
I
fareth oft-times that this or that humour aboundeth by dls-
!|
ordered diet,” and goes on to show that complexion is the
'I 3
1 combination of all the humors in man. Use of this idea
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I, iv, 27, when Hamlet says to Horatio,
while waiting for the ghost to appear, ”By the o’ergrowth of
some complexion, oft breaking down the poles and forts of
reason. '*
George. Lyman Kittredge puts it clearly when he says that
'*A man's complexion (temperament) was thought to be determined
by the proportion of the four humours that existed in his
physical make-up. These were called blood, ph;^egm, bile (red
bile or choler), and black bile (or melancholy). According
as one or another of these substances predominated, the man
was sanguine, phlegmatic, choleric, or melancholy. If one of
these four tendencies increased to an excessive degree, a
fault might be the result--rashness
,
sloth, irascibility, or
m-oroseness . Bodily constitution depends upon complexion;
cf . Hamlet
,
V, ii, 102: '’Methinks it is very sultry and hot
for my complexion.” Shakespeare's frequent use of the theory
p
of humors is pointed out by Miss Anderson,*^ and some examples
from Hamlet have been cited.
Shakespeare thought in terms of humors, not psychoneurotic
traits or ''complexes,” when he wrote Hamlet . ”The theory of
the body as composed of elements, humors, and qualities
accounts, then, for the differences in mental capacity among
men.”^
1. G. L. Kittredge, (Ed.), Sixteen Plays of Shakespeare
,
Ginn
and Company, Boston, 1946, page 1037.
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The Relation of Diet, Climate, and the




Since everything in the universe is composed of elements,
|
and the elements of all matter possess qualities, and the
qualities of one substance are capable of acting upon those
of another, man lives in close relationship with the world
about him. '‘Diet, climate, and the stars may alter his tempera-
ment and his spirits; they may therefore exercise an influence
upon the operations of his soul.“^ Nourishment in general
produces heat in the body, a quality which promotes good
disposition. Food strongly influences the humors and hence
affects the temperament. Fumes, rising from the stomach or
from the humors, may ascend to the brain and dull the
operations of the soul. They may enter the sinews and retard
the progress of the spirits.
'‘In this connection one should note, also, some further
effects of fumes or vapors upon the functioning of the soul.
Sleep is a state induced whenever vapors so completely fill
the sinews that the spirits cannot pass to the external
tt 2sense
.
My spirits grow dull, and fain I would beguile
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In Hamlet we see the influence of alchoholic beverages
upon man’s achievements when Hamlet tells Horatio:
The heavy-headed revel east and west
Makes us traduc’d and tax’d of other nations.
They clip us drunkards and v/ith swinish phrase
Soil our addition; and indeed it takes
From our achievements, though perform’d at height.
The pith and marrow of our attribute. (I, iv, 17-22)
The stars, too, have a place in this “elaborate corres-
pondence of the microcosm to the macrocosm.'*^ The stars were
believed to exert an influence on people at all times, and
Shakespeare often refers to this theory. The idea that nobler
stars govern nobler people is found in Hamlet
,
II, ii, 141,
where Polonius tells the King that he has informed Ophelia
that “Lord Hamlet is a prince, out of thy star." Disturbances
of the planets mean commotion on earth, as we see in Hamlet
,
I, i, 162, in the beautiful Christmas lines: “The nights are
wholesome, then no planets strike,"
"Back of all this reasoning about the relation to life
of diet, climate, and the stars, is the Elizabethan theory
that all matter possesses elemental qualities. Food is
compounded of elements; hence when it is converted into humors,
it may modify the proportion of qualities within the body.
The air varies constantly; through its qualities it may alter
temperament. The multitudinous stars also exercise upon man
an influence that only the bravest can thwart. Temper is
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' Sir John Davies considers in his Nosce Teipsum the
i: question of why the soul is united to the body;
i;
This substance, and this spirit of 3-od*s owne making,
i; Is in the body plact, and planted heere.
That both of G-od, and of the world partaking.
Of all that is, Man might the image beare.
God first made angels bodilesse, pure minds,
j
Then other things, which mindlesse bodies be;
Last, He made Man, th’ horizon ' twixt both kinds,
In whom we doe the World’s abridgement see.'^ i
I
’’The Elizabethan, whose mental habits were averse to abstrac- i
tions, found in the doctrine underlying these stanzas a con-
crete embodiment of psychological thought. He considered man
!
an epitome of the entire universe, a little world unto him-
j
self.” Since man has a body composed of the four elements, I
he partakes of the nature of all substances. The lowest part
|




thorax or middle portion to the air, (sense power), and the
|
head to heaven. It is for this reason that Hamlet can con-




2. Sir John Davies, ”Nosce Teipsum ,” contained in The Complete




( editor ) , Printed for Private Circulation, Edinburgh, 187S,
pages 97-98.




to an Elizabethan audience. It was not necessary then, as it
I
I
is in modern times, to explain a ghost by theories of
1 phallucination. It is this fact that Dr. Bucknill, Dr. Jones,
and Freud have overlooked when they attempt to claim advanced
knowledge of hallucinations for Shakespeare. Because these
men do not believe in ghosts, they fail to understand how
Hamlet could have done so.
The idea of Man being "the Universe in one small Volume'*^
was developed by Elizabethans into an extremely elaborate
j
I
series of relationships. We see political apolication of the '
theory in Hamlet
,
I, ill, 20 f., w-here it is said that Ophelia
must not consider Hamlet seriously, because the prince will be I
circumscribed in his choice of a wife by the body (Denmark),
whereof he is the head.
j
Miss Anderson shows by use of many examples, that Shakes-
j
peare subscribed to this theory of the microcosm. "Shakes-
peare's use of the microcosm theory here ^n Julius Caesa:^
,
and in other passages we have considered, points not only to
,
his familiarity with the psychological thought of his





1. Op. clt .
,
page 72.
2. Op. cit .
,
page 10.
3. S. Freud, op. cit .
,
page 331.
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The Passions: Their Physiological Behavior
I
I
The physiological and psychological in Elizabethan
psychology are too closely bound up together to allow any
omission here of the physiological aspects of the case. It is
interesting at this point to consider the modern term ’’psycho-
somatic medicine,” which, with fanfares and loud trumpetings
over something ’’new,” has put the mental and the physical
back together again. This fact does not imply, however, that
Elizabethans were psychosomaticists ; they did, apparantly,
recognize that the mind was in the body.
Miss Anderson introduces a highly technical terminology
here which must be outlined before her chapter can be summarize
intelligibly. ’’With the sensible, or irrational part of the
soul is joined a power of appetite common to man and beast.
Its operations receive different names: motions, affections,
passions, perturbations.”^ If a response of appetite is
agreeable to nature, it is called a motion. The terra motion
is not so completely restricted in usage, however; any
operation of appetite, inasmuch as it stirs the soul to desire
or to abhor, is motion. Those responses that disturb our
physical wellbeing but still continue light, are affections;
because of them the soul either affects the good or, because
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passions because, through altering the humors and the spirits,
they actually produce physical distress; and perturbations
because, through physiological changes, they corrupt the
' judgment, seduce the v/ill, and thus annoy the faculties of
the mind. The passions are motions of the sensible appetite,
caused by the apprehension of good or evil, which produce
alteration in the body contrary to the laws of nature.
Physiological changes inseparably accompany them. In so far
as they disturb the processes of thought, they may be called
perturbations or maladies of the soul.
Miss Anderson points out that "All these terms appear in
Shakespeare’s dramas and occasionally in lines that suggest
distinctions similar to those given above.
That Shakespeare associated passions with physiological
change is seen in Hamlet
,
III, iv, 123-125, where the word
distemper becomes synonymous with passion.
0 gentle son.
Upon the heat and flame of thy distemper
I
Sprinkle cool patience.
In II, li, 55, we hear the King telling Gertrude that Polonlus
has found "The head and source of all your son’s distemper."
I
In III, il, 312, Guildenstern tells Hamlet that the King is
j
"In his retirement, marvellous distemper’d." In III, il, 351,
j
Rosencrantz asks Hamlet, "Good my Lord, what is your cause of
{
distemper?" "In Shakespeare, as in Elizabethan treatises,
I
’perturbation’ suggests distress of soul rather than of body."'
1 . Ibid . , page 69
.
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Miss Anderson then points out that the Elizabethan was
uncertain whether all passions rose from a common center or
certain kinds from organs of their own. Shakespeare used the
word '*gall'* as a verb meaning to irritate by chafing or by
inflicting injury. Shakespeare uses the term thus in Hamlet,
' I, iii, 39, when Leartes, about to leave for Prance, says to
Ophelia, ’’The canker galls the infants of the spring.'' In IV,
I
vii, 148, the King, says, "I’ll touch my point with this
I
contagion, that, if I gall him slightly, it may be death."
Also in V, i, 153, Hamlet tells Horatio, "By the Lord, Horatio,!
this three years I have taken note of it, the age is grown so
picked that the toe of the peasant comes so near the heel of
the courtier he galls his kibe." !
Irascibility is in some way connected with the gall. As I
the organ breeds spite and resentment of injury or of insult,
it must also yield courage and boldness. Choler, released
|
from the liver in great quantities, inflames man for action,
(
and a gall surcharged with this bitter humor must spend itself.'
A further reference to the dependence of action upon gall in
j
Hamlet occurs in II, ii, 604-605, when Hamlet, in soliloquy,
1
says "But I am pigeon-livered and lack gall to make oppression
;
bitter." His self-chas tisement is based upon the idea that
the liver and the gall are related to, if not the actual seats
of, the sensitive appetite. To be pigeon-livered is to be
devoid of the Irascible instinct. As Miss Anderson says,
"Hamlet knows that he has the desire for vengeance, but for
afe'
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the moment he thinks that he lacks the flow of gall necessary
to effect this desire.*’^
Whatever the passion may be, the heart is always the
center of physiological affliction; hence, the ease with which
an emotion may distress the soul varies according to the
natural constitution of that organ. '’If the heart,” says
Miss Anderson, ”ls soft and tender, it receives Impressions
easily.... If it is hard and cold, it responds quickly to
grief and retains the impression long.”^ Hardness of heart
springs from temper, and this in turn from a conjunction of
elements and humors; the hard heart was thought of as one
actually hard in substance. Similarly the heart may be really
heavy, because of the presence in the organ of much melancholy
blood and dull, heavy spirits.
When the King in Hamlet kneels to pray, he commands his
heart with strings of steel to be as soft as sinews of a new-
born babe (II, iii, 70-71). Shakespeare believed that the
heart, if it had strings of steel, could not contract or
dilate readily to promote passion by controlling humors and
spirits
.
As Miss Anderson points out, "liVith contemporary theory
as to the physiological behavior of the passions, Shakespeare
was thoroughly familiar, and he utilized this theory as a basis
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of perturbation.” The Ghost in Hamlet
,
except that he is
forbidden to tell secrets, could unfold a tale
whose lightest word
Would harrow up thy soul, freeze thy young blood.
Make thy two eyes, like stars, start from their spheres.
Thy knotty and combined locks to part
And each particular hair to stand on end.
Like quills upon the fretful porpentine. (I, v, 15-20)
”0ne is tempted to cite other passages depicting emotion
concretely, but these are enough to show that Shakespeare,
like the psychologists of his day, understood mental states
2in terms of the physical.”
Since the Elizabethan believed in the physiological effect
of the passions, he had little faith in the power of man to
conceal emotion. ”The face he regarded as a map of the
microcosm,” Shakespeare shared this belief with his con-
temporaries, and we see that ”his characters believe so
implicitly in a correspondence betvireen outward seeming and
the Inward state of the soul, indeed, that a revelation of
gross disparity is baffling.”^ Vi/e note Hamlet finding it
meet to record in his tables, ”That one may smile, and smile,
and be a villain.” (l, v, 108)
The Passions: Their Psychological Behavior
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control the humors and spirits; they therefore release or
withhold energy for action. The physiological aspects of
the affections have been considered, but as Miss Anderson
points out, ”To understand further the conception of emotion
which underlies Shakespeare's plays--that is, to understand
how/^emotion we must consider certain theories which have to do
with what may be termed, perhaps, the psychological
characteristics of the passions.”^
Knowledge is "intimately dependent" upon the external
senses, for they are the gates through which all impressions
from the world pass to higher faculties of thought and desire.
If the eye errs, the mind is likely to err also; reason and
imagination can judge only of what they receive.
As Miss Anderson says, "The idea that the senses, as
porters to the soul, may dominate thought has wide applica-
bility." For this reason darkness was considered a treatment
for the insane. As Batman points out "it taketh away the
imagination that commeth by the sight. in Shakespeare this
Elizabethan theory of sensation, discussed earlier in relation
to the treatment of madness, underlies also the description of
conscience. Conscience is a fleeting thing, yielding quickly
to a new stimulus. This is significant when we read in
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revenge.^ Conscience to Shakespeare is not that conscience
of which Dr. Jones speaks, yet this fact is overlooked by
Dr, Jones. Conscience to Shakespeare was not something which
could keep Hamlet from his task; it was an inconstant thing
subject to the interflow of humors.
More important here, perhaps, is the power of sense to
arouse the affections. Along with this idea goes the theory
that once the emotion is aroused through sensation, it may be
perpet^uated largely through the presence of favorable objects.
The King in Hamlet resolves to put fetters upon his fear,
which goes too free-footed (III, ii, 24). Hamlet rages like
’’hectic" in his blood; England must provide the cure (iV, ill,
68). As Miss Anderson states, ’’According to the psychology
which Shakespeare knev/ and used, the senses exercise no
Inconsiderable power over thought and affection.’’^
Miss Anderson next shows that’’Shakespeare was sensitive
in an unusual degree to the emotional states of his characters,
and fortunately he had at his command a science which enabled
him to render these states peculiarly vivid to his audience.
The joys and sorrows of his characters are still powerful in
their appeal, of course, for they are but the incarnation of
universal affections of the human heart. Viewed from the
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sharply than much analysis of emotion in more recent literature,
for Shakespeare’s science, crude and now in many respects
antiquated, was not at all abstruse.'*^
The passions, it will be recalled, produce an alteration
in the body. So long as the change is confined to the heart, i
man suffers no great danger, for the motions are still subject
j
to reason. The trouble comes when physiological effects i[
invade the brain. These passions, once having entered the
j
brain, gradually gain control of the mind. This is the
j
psychology behind Hamlet’s reference to the ‘’dram of e’il,”
which
“Doth all the noble substance often dout
To his own scandal.” (I, iv, 37-38)
From the foregoing paragraph it is obvious that, as they
continue, the passions are cumulative in their power both to
control humors and the spirits and to distress the mind. This
progressive element in mental distraction is important here,
since, as Miss Anderson points out, “From a study of the originl
and psychic growth of specific emotions as they are described
in Elizabethan treatises, one may learn much regarding
Shakespeare’s depiction of the passions.” Let us take, for
example, madness. In Elizabethan thinking, madness meant
either a temporary dethronement of reason in heightened
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which, in either case, was understood in terms of the princi-
ples operative in almost any perturbation. ’‘Madness is merely
I the extremity of distemperature
,
and as such, it may be studied
with reference to theories of the passions,”^ i
Miss Anderson then demonstrates what Shakespeare con-
sidered to be madness. As will be evident, it is far different
from the madness to which the various psychiatrists quoted in
chapter one refer.
At the grave of Ophelia, Laertes prays that a treble woe
i
may fall upon the head of him who deprived his sister of her
,! ’’most ingenious sense” (II, i, 260-272). Miss Anderson states
I'
O
that "he probably refers to the imagination.” Physiologically
!
I
madness springs from a defect of the brain. It is an infection'
I
'
of the foremost cell (in which the imagination is localized),
with a deprivation of the imagination. Robert Burton, in his
The Anatomy of Melancholy
,
in describing the kind of madness
to which students and lovers succumb, speaks of the spirits
I
that ascend to the brain and with their heat dissolve the
|
inner senses. It is implied in Shakespeare, according to
I
I
Miss Anderson, that in this type of disease the intellect is
I unimpaired. "Its power seems distraught only because the
I
!









"EL-izabethan -Psy chodogy oto .4L» 0p . cit . ,
page 104.
3. Robert Burton, The Anatomy of Melancholy
,
A. R. Shilleto,
editor, George Bell and Sons, London, 1896, Vol. I,
4p7.
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This, then, is part of the concept of madness held by Shakes-
,
|
peare, an idea quite different from that held by the
,
psychiatrists who claim that Shakespeare had nineteenth centuryji
knowledge in his theories of insanity. Ij
The theory that a fond imagination may creep covertly
j
into the brain and undermine rationality had wide anplicability|
in Elizabethan thinking, and, according to kiss Anderson, '‘It '
is illustrated many times in Shakespeare’s plays. It accountb
i'
for Hamlet’s melancholy, following upon his mother’s rash
j





Hamlet asks "Must 1 remember?" Patience seems to be the only i
cure here. The Q,ueen in Hamlet begs her son to sprinkle cool
patience upon his distemperature (III, Iv, 122-124). As
Miss Anderson concludes, "in Shakespeare and in psychological
treatises there is a repeated urging to patience as the only
sure safeguard against the enemy within the heart, an enemy
dangerous in its power both to destroy the substance of the
body and to usurp the place of reason."^ If the medical
commentators quoted in chapter one had made even the most
cursory Investigation into Elizabethan psychology, they could





2. Op. clt . , page 113.
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The Body as an Index to the Soul: Love
Miss Anderson here points out that “According to an
important doctrine inherited by the Renaissance from Plato
and the medieval psychologists, there should be a correspond-
ence between outer lineaments of the body and the mature
rnind.'*^ Miss Anderson then proves by numerous examples from
I
Shakespeare’s plays that “In the world which Shakespeare
creates, this doctrine becomes a basis of judging character.'*^
This notion of the correspondence between the body and the
soul lies back of Hamlet
,
III, iv, 60-62, v;here Hamlet cannot
understand how his mother could choose as a second husband
the “counterfeit presentment'* of his father, v«rho was
A combination and a form indeed,
Vi/here every god did seem to set his seal.
To give the world assurance of a man.
Miss Anderson then points out that “Since his [Hamlet's ] mother
is no longer young, her folly cannot be attributed to the heat
of blood. The faculties of the brain, when overpowered by
ecstasy, reserve some quantity of choice. Neither madness,
nor the sickly part of one true sense, acting alone, could err
as grossly as his mother has erred. Hamlet concludes, there-
fore, that her sense has been apoplexed— that the sinews have
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spirits that carry reports from the outer organs to the brain
and there perform the work of the internal senses. He suggests
further that his mother’s gross judgment may have been
instigated by a devil. V«e should not expect such theories
2 3from a playwright who, according to Freud and Jones
,
was
portraying in the most technical psychological frame a man
suffering from an Oedipus complex.
From the foregoing paragraph it is obvious that ’’The
normal order of creation, as the dramatist presents it, is to
join beauty with goodness to such a degree that one who sees




Conflict Among the Faculties of the Soul
As Miss Anderson points out, ”Plato tells us that when
the offspring of the Creator fashioned men the^ provided him
with an immortal and a mortal soul. The latter they made
subject to terrible and irresistible affections: pleasure,
which incites him to evil; and pain, which deters from good;
rashness and fear, foolish counselors; implacable anger, and
hope, which may be deceived easily by sense and by all-daring
love.'*^ A further division of the mortal soul was made by the
1. Ibid
. ,
page 116, and Hamlet
,
III, iv, 68-71,
















Elizabethans into superior and inferior aspects, i'he nobler
part was often in strife with the more animal, inferior part.
Miss Anderson shows that '‘This [ Plato's ] notion of strife
among the powers of the soul, retained and enlarged upon by
the medieval philosopher, was, during the Renaissance, an




of man, since he is allied through mind to celestial beings |j
and through flesh to inferior creatures. ’’The soul is
j
illumined or debased as it allows one or the other of the two
pforces to gain mastery.'* This idea of conflict is much like
that of psychiatrists today, but the Elizabethans differed
basically from modern psychiatric tenets in their opinion
that the two sides of man were dependent upon humors, vapors,
spirits which became imbalanced. Psychiatrists, who read
Shakespeare and sense conflict in any of his characters,
usually fail to delve further, and hence they are led into
the error of supposing that Shakespeare knew all about the
modern idea of conflicts. Humors, vapors, and spirits are a
long distance removed from the id, the ego, and the superego
which today are said to be the basis of conflict. To Shakes-
peare, as Miss Anderson shows, man's conflict was "between
man's higher and his lower nature,... between reason and
affections," not between infantile drives and culturally




2. Ibid . , page 133.
5 . Ibid., page 139.
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dispose him to evil. This belief is allied with the idea pre-
sented earlier that there is a correspondence between outward
seeming and inner being. The Elizabethan, however, believed
in Free Vi/ill, and hence set the ultimate responsibility for
evil upon will, rather than upon any physiological weakness.
This theory is at variance with the dicta of modern psychology
,|
which stress man’s helplessness under the lashes of his
j|
l'
conflicting drives. Vtfhat may appear on the surface to te '[
Ij
psychological theories similar to those of today are actually, ij
il
li




The Relation of Elizabethan Psychology to Action and Characterji
As Miss Anderson aptly points out, ’’Shakespeare thought
with his contemporaries on subjects of mind andebhics. His
psychology was a crude explanation of observable facts, based
on the science of the Middle Ages and motivated in its de-
velopment by a desire to understand the functioning of the
soul for the better regulation of conduct. In the preceding
chapters we have found that a knowledge of the theories to
which the dramatist subscribed illuminates many passages in
his plays. This knowledge is also pertinent in a right con-
ception of action and character.”^
Miss Anderson then reminds the reader that affections
are the means of action. Thoughts can be executed only when
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they, through their command of the humors and the spirits,
jj
provide sufficient energy for the deed. The theory that action||




underlie Hamlet’s words when he decides to speak daggers to his
mother, but use none:
,
i
How in my words soever she be shent
To give them seals never, my soul, consentl (III, ii, 416-
417)
Miss Anderson remarks, ’’Frequently in Shakespeare it accounts
for a language which to the Elizabethan must have been
extremely vivid: the emotional state of a character and the
efficacy of action are expressed in terms of the heart.
The relation of the affections to action is apparent in
passages in Hamlet dealing with the spirits. Vifhen Hamlet
decides to follow the Ghost, his arteries become so charged
with spirits that they are as hardy as the Nemean lion’s nerve
(I, iv, 84). Later he cried.
Hold, my heart.
And you, my sinews, grow not instant old.
But bear me stiffly up. (I, v, 93-95)
Miss Anderson claims that ’’One’s purpose, then, cannot be
executed unless there be an emotional response sufficient to
carry the soul to its desire. Accordingly there is in Shakes-
peare a tendency to strike while the passion lasts, or even
p
to work oneself into a state conducive to effective action.”
The remainder of this final chapter in Miss Anderson’s
work deals specifically with her application to Hamlet of the
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theories she has of the discussed. Such material as is per-
tinent will appear in chapters three and four of this thesis.
This resume of Miss Anderson’s exhaustive work sums up,
then, in an extremely abbreviated form, the psychological
knowledge available to Shakespeare in his day. Despite great
j
condensation necessary for the limits of this thesis, enough
material has been presented here to make clear, especially in ‘
the case of Hamlet
,
what Shakespeare’s own psychology con-
tained .
Let us now continue to Hamlet himself in order to show
that he was neither mad nor dilatory, and also to reiterate
that Shakespeare, in the light of chapter two, had no
specialized psychopathologlcal knowledge as claimed for him i
by the psychiatrists quoted in chapter one.
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This chapter will attempt to prove that Hamlet was neithe
mad nor dilatory. As this proof unfolds, refutation of those
claims made by the psychiatrists quoted in chapter one will be
Included in the proper sections. In the preceding chapters
certain refutations have already been noted, but it is only
by proving that Hamlet could and did act--and act sanely--
that we can show the psychiatrists who claim that he is mad,
dilatory, or seriously neurotic to be in error. Keeping in
mind Shakespeare's psychology as outlined in chapter two, let
us examine the play itself.^
Hamlet does not even hear that Claudius has committed the
murder of King Ham.let until the end of the first Act. It is
not until the Ghost unfolds his tale in Act I, scene v, that
the command to take vengeance on Claudius is laid upon Hamlet.
Consequently the play is one fifth over before Hamlet can be
accused of any delay.
1. In the following paragraphs intended to show that Hamlet
is neither mad nor dilatory, this thesis is deeply
indebted to George Lyman Kittredge's notes on this subject
and to lecture material presented by Professor Harold
Ogden Vihite at Boston University. I have used Kittredge's
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TImmediately, in this very scene, Hamlet decides to feign
!i
madness in order that he may eavesdrop with the nurpose of
jj
ii
getting information and proof. The Ghost has no sooner
j
finished his second hollow command to swear” (I, v, 161), than
j
Hamlet says to Horatio,
|
Here, as before, never, so help you mercy.
How strange or odd soe’er I bear myself
(As I perchance hereafter shall think meet
To put an antic disposition on). (I, v, 170-172)
Such a quick decision, cannot be considered dilatory, Kittredge
points out that Belleforest * s Histoires Tragiques
,
Vol. V, v/as
Shakespeare’s immediate source for the plot of Hamlet, and
that there Hamlet ’‘feigns madness to protect himself until
there shall come an opportunity for revenge. The ancient idea
that madmen are sacred is implied, though not expressed,”^
'i'his is precisely what we find in Shakespeare’s Hamlet
,
and
the decision on Hamlet’s part does not seem to be one made by
a neurotic or a madm.an.
In connection with the matter of the feigned madness, we
must discuss those non-medical critics mentioned in category
one in the first chapter of this thesis. To this group belong
Adams, Anderson, Boswell, Bundy, Coleridge, Draper, Lowell,
MacKenzie, Schucking, Snider, Stoll and VvagenknecHt . These
authorities see in Hamlet a sane man who is simply feigning
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Joseph Quincy Adams, in his edition of Hamlet, sees the
’’madness*' as a feigned one. Moreover he considers Hamlet to be
a noble character. ”His mind, clear, keen, and nenetrating,
he is, indeed as he has frequently been called, ’an intellectu-
al genius’ with something of the poet's imagination and of the
philosopher's power of arriving at fundamental truths.”^
Adams considers Hamlet to be the victim of melancholy, but
not insane.
Ruth Anderson shov;s that the character of Hamlet is a
representation of the melancholy type as understood in the
Elizabethan period, and not of a type of melancholy psychosis
j
as the neuropsychiatrists we have considered would have us
believe. As we have seen in chapter two. Kiss Anderson shows
I
I
that the psychological treatises of the Elizabethan period
' consider these characteristics of melancholy and since we
have found that Shakespeare was conversant with their theories,
it is possible that he drew from them here.” Here, then, is
feigned madness rather than insanity.
James Boswell has this to say on the subject: ’’That the
madness of Hamlet is not altogether feigned is, I think,
entirely without foundation. The sentiments which fall from
him in his soliloquies, or in confidental communication v/ith
Horatio, evince not only a sound, but an acute and vigorous,
understanding. His misfortunes, indeed, and a sense of shame
j
1, J. Q. Adams, ^fd"^, Hamlet
,
Houghton Mifflin Co.,
Press, Cambridge, 1929, page 191.
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for the hasty and incestuous marriage of his mother, have sunk
him into a state of weakness and melancholy; but...his mind...
is by no means deranged.**^
Murray W. Bundy states that "it is not necessary here...
to attribute definite true melancholic madness to the character
in order to bring about unity and consistency of action. The
character problem.s in Hamlet are readily and rationally
explained on the basis of a feigned madness."^
Hartley Coleridge says, "Mad he certainly is not....
Neither his sensitive organs nor the operation of his intellect
are impaired. His mind is lord over itself."
John W. Draper states that Hamlet is not mad, is merely
putting on a seeming madness, and that he is "a perfectly
integrated trinity of personalities."^
James Russell Lov/ell has a different approach to the
same problem. "If you deprive Hamlet of Reason, there is no
truly tragic motive left. He would be a fit subject for
Bedlam, but not for the stage. We might have pathology
enough, but no pathos. If Hamlet is irresponsible, the whole
1. J. Boswell, The Plays and Poems of William Shakespeare
,
Printed for P. C. and J. Rivington, London, 1821, Vol. VII,
page 636.
2. M. W. ^undy, "Shakespeare and Elizabe than Psychology,"




3. H. Coleridge, Essays and Marginalia
,
Ed. by Derwent
Coleridge, Moxon, London, 1851, I, page 162.
4. J. W. Draper, The Hamlet of Shakespeare’s Audience
,
Duke
University Press, 1936, page 206.
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play is a chaos. That he is not might be proved by evidence
enough were it not labor thrown away."^
One of the earlier men to write on this subject, Henry
Mackenzie, says that ’*The distraction of Hamlet is clearly
affected through the whole play, always subject to the control




-crf »ooor Levin L. Schucking takes the characteristics
of Hamlet and shows them to be in compliance with the characterl
Istics of the general melancholy type as described in the
'Z.
character book common in Elizabethan times.
Dr. Denton Jaques Snider states the problem succinctly:
”A definition of insanity which includes Hamlet would sv/eep
II 4
at least three-fourths of mankind into the madhouse. ’
Elmer Edgar Stcll has argued that Hamlet’s madness is
a feigned madness taken over by Shakespeare from Fratricide
Punished and The Spanish Tragedy of Kyd as a device to make
5
Hamlet’s access to the King easier.”
Edward Wagenknecht believe^ that Stoll has ”quite
established” that "Shakespeare and his contemporaries thought
1. J. R. Lov:ell, Shakespeare Once More
,
Fields Osgood and Co.j
Boston, 1870, page 218.
2. H. MacKenzie, The Mirror
,
Ho, 100, 22 April, 1780, London,
printed for A. Strahan and T. Cadell, page 222.
3. L. L. Schucking, Character Problems in Shakespeare’s
Plays
,
Henry Holt and Company, 1922, pages 157-159.
4. D. J. Snider, "William Shakespeare," The Journal of
Speculative Philosophy
,
St. Louis, January, 1873, page 182
5. E^ E, Stoll, **Hamlet : an Historical and Comparative
Study," University of. Minnesota Studies in Language and
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of the prince as a wholly admirable character, Hamlet is a
soldier, a scholar, a courtier, and a gentleman: he has all
Wagenknecht further maintains that '*In the midst of a rotten
court he is pure. Surrounded by fools, he is wise. No
character in the play ever speaks critically of him. At the
close of the drama Horatio and Fortinbras oronounce over his
dead body the most splendid eulogy that Shakespeare affords to
any of his char ac ter s ,
So much for Hamlet's feigned madness,^
1, E, Wagenknecht, "The Perfect Revenge--Hamlet ' s Delay,"
College English
,
January, 1949, page 190, This is one of
the articles mentioned in footnote 1, page 2^ of this
thesis concerning the Olivlf-r version of Hamlet ,
2, Ibid page 190,
3, It should be evident by now, as most intelligent scholars
have recognized for the past fifty years, that Hamlet is
not madj yet^ since I must prove here that Hamlet is sane
in order to refute those claims made that he is insane, I
will append in this footnote a few more lines on this
matter. In any larger sense this is, as Lowell has point
out, "labor thrown away,"
Vi/e have already seen several reasons for;y^Hamlet ' s sanity.
To these I would like to add a few further facts. On the
basis of internal evidence, Hamlet, in every important
scene when he must be sane to accomplish anything at all,
exhibits pECTect rationality, keen mindedness, and quick
perception. In III, ii, 139-144, instructions to the
players (whom he need not deceive) are so coherent and
concise that they are required reading for students of
drama today.
In Act III, sc, Iv, there is no trace of madness in Hamlet
conversation with his mother.
¥j pulse, as yours, doth temporately keep time.
And makes as healthful music: it is not madness
That I have utter’d: bring me to the test.
And I the matter will re-word, which madness
Would gambol from, , , ,
the virtues of a perfect Renaissance here,"^
Ecstasy?
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We have seen Hamlet's quick decision to put on an '’antic
|
i
disposition” in order to get information about the murder and
|
to confirm the King's guilt. It has been asked why, then, if
Hamlet is not dilatory, did he not rush into the castle and
kill the King. There are excellent reasons why he did not do
this
.
First of all, Hamlet is a Renaissance man who believed in
ghosts, demons, and supernatural presences manifesting them-
selves to mortals. The Elizabethan audience believed sincerely
in the Ghost. Like all Elizabethans, Hamlet not only believed
in ghosts, but believed that powers of evil, demons, often
(footnote continued)
In the same scene Shakespeare tells us that Hamlet is not
mad. Hamlet tells Gertrude not to let him (Claudius)
"Make you to ravel all this matter out, that I essentially
am not in madness, but mad in craft.” In the soliloquies
Hamlet speaks with the utmost coherence. And Shakespeare
used the soliloquy to give the audience truth and insight.
Hamlet's letter to Horatio in IV, vi
,
is a masterpiece of
rhetoric, common sense, and intelligent reserve. Indeed,
further references to the play are unnecessary. Whenever
Hamlet is safe from the King and his henchmen, or other
interested parties, he is reasonable, intelligent, and
perfectly sane. Horatio, Hamlet's closest friend^knew him
to be sane, and it is ridiculous to suppose that damlet
could have been otherwise without Horatio's knowing it.
There was no idea of insanity in Shakespeare's sources,
and Shakespeare could not have m*ade the protagonist of a
tragedy like Hamlet an Insane person.
We can thus dispense with Dr. Bucknill, who claims that
Shakespeare has presented us with a mind fallen. (Cf.
chapter 1, page 13.) Also Dr. A. 0. Kellogg, Dr. Ray,
Dr. Brigham, and Dr. Price can be refuted when they claimed
that it is only when Hamlet is considered insane that the
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took the form of the ghosts of good people in order to tempt
men to the damnation of their souls. To any Elizabethan,
perdition and the loss of his soul to the Devil was the most
horrible of catastrophes. Hamlet, then, must ascertain whether
the ghost is a "spirit of health or goblin damned" (I, iv, 40).
As an intelligent being, Hamlet must examine his "spectral
evidence" so as not to kill an innocent man and send his own
soul to hell by so doing. This was in no way startling to an
Elizabethan audience.
George Kyman Klttredge, v/riting on this matter says, "But
this is 'spectral evidence'. Hamlet believes that the
apparition is indeed the ^ost of his father and that it has
told the truth. Yet it may be a demon in his father's shape,
tempting him to kill an innocent man. This doubt as to the
ambiguous apparition accords with the ancient doctrine and
was perfectly intelligible to any Elizabethan audience."^
George Bagshawe Harrison points out that "The word of a
ghost seen alone at midnight is hardly good enough evidence to
kill anyone. Moreover, according to contemporary theological
notions, a Christian knew that the appearance of a spirit or
p
wraith in the shape of a person newly dead might be evil."





2. G. B. Harrison (Ed.), Shakespeare: Major Plays and the
Sonnets
,
Harcourt, Brace and Company, New York, 1948,
page 603.

John Ashworth re-states the matter when he says: “All
that Hamlet has to go on is the word of a ghost, and he isn’t
sure of the G-host’s identity. For Hamlet, like nearly all
Elizabethans, not only believes in ghosts, but also believes
that demons can masquerade as ghosts. The apparition may be
the ghost of his father or it may be a demon disguised as the
I'
ghost of his father, trying to trick him into killing an
Innocent man.“^
^ Pr o-gcs'n'iiHp Wagenknecht adds a psychological touch when he
says, “Sensitive, humane, obedient to the Ghost’s command but
realizing fully its complexity, Hamlet refuses to act rashly
or hastily. In the first act he accented the task imposed
I
upon him by supernatural agency. Now, however, having thought
j: the thing through, he realizes, with that keen mind of his,
j
that it is possible that the Ghost may not have been what he
!
seemed. He remembers that he was not in a completely healthy
I
state of mind when it appeared to him; he knows that he hated
I
j
his uncle even before he suspected him of murder. Is it not
possible that the Devil has used these things to lay a trap
for Hamlet, to betray his soul to hell through the crime of
I
murder? I do not say that Hamlet actually believes this. In
I
1
his heart of hearts I do not think he ever really surrenders
1. J. Ashworth, “Olivier, Freud, and Hamlet, “ The Atlantic
,
Vol. 189, No. 5, May, 1949, page 30. This is the second
of the two articles mentioned in footnote 1, page 2 of
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I
faith in the Ghost. Wagenknecht ooints out that the idea
i
that ghosts were masquerading devils was widely held among
intelligent people in Shakespeare's day. He feels that the I
I
thought must have occurred to Hamlet, and that Hamlet could
|
not have denied that it had a certain reasonableness. He had
j
i
no right to dismiss it without putting it to the test. He
realized, according to Wagenknecht, that the mere fact that
he hated Claudius made it all the more necessary that he
should try to be fair to him.
Shakespeare himself, as both Kittredge^ and Ashworth^
point out, tells us three times of all this: when Hamlet
first speaks to the Ghost ('*Be thou a spirit of health or
goblin damn'd'*); in Horatio's warning not to follow the Ghost
("What if it tempt you toward the flood, my lord,... And here
assume some other horrible form?"); and in Hamlet's explanatior
that he will use the players to trick the King into revealing




2. 0£. cit .
,
page 966.
3. 0£. cit . page 30-31.
4. Wagenknecht further points out that "Vihatever view we
may adopt of Hamlet's delay, or of his character in
general, there is one point which, it seems to me, ought
to be made clear at the outset. Once stated, it seems
so simple that one wonders how any single reader of the
play could ever have failed to observe it. Yet as a
m.atter of fact it has probably been overlooked by nine-
tenths of the commentators. It is this: The primary, the
most important, reason why Hamlet does not kill the King
is that the death of the King must involve the end of the
play." Of. page 189.
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It is at this point that we can partly refute Freud and
his disciples, chiefly Dr. Jones. As Ashworth says, ’’When
Freud ignores Hamlet’s sensible precaution not to kill a man
who might be innocent, and assumes that Hamlet is hesitating
to kill a man with whom he unconsciously identifies himself,
he simply annihilates the Elizabethan audience for whom
Shakespeare wrote--to whom Hamlet’s scheme in the players’
scene was obvious.'*^ We may now consider the idea that the
King must be forced to testify against himself.
As George Lyman Kittredge asserts, '‘Hamlet cannot act
upon mere spectral evidence. The testimony of the ^lost must
somehow be corroborated. The murderer must be forced to
testify against himself. Then, and not till then, will action
be possible for a reasonable man.’*^ The "antic disposition"
has failed because the King is clever and suspicious, and
also because the Queen is Innocent. As Kittredge shows,
"Hamlet’s motive for acting the madman is obvious. Vu'e speak
unguardedly in the presence of children and madmen, for we
take it for granted that they will not listen or will not
understand; and so the King or the Queen [for Hamlet does not
know that his mother is ignorant of her husband’s crime'll




2. Op. cit .
,
page 966.
3. Until III, iv, 28-30 when Hamlet accuses his mother and
is convinced of her innocence by her words, "As kill a
king?" Of. G. L. Kittredge, op. cit .
,
page 967.
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confirm the testimony of the Ghost. The device is adopted on
the spur of the moment (1, 5, 169 f) and, once adopted, it
must be maintained. But it is unsuccessful. The king is alwayi
on his guard, and the Queen is not an accomplice.”^ Wagen- i
i
knecht says the same thing with, “There is nothing for it,
|
then, but to put the King to the test of the play. So far
from showing that Hamlet is weak, this action shows that he
is confident, fair, just, and strong. There is ... just a
'ghost of a chance' that Claudius may be innocent, '^ery well,
Hamlet will give him that chance. Cowards and weaklings do
not behave in this manner.”^
If Claudius has not been under constant guard, he cer-
tainly is so now. The armed guards would kill even Hamlet
instantly if he made at the King with Intent to harm him. So
far, then, Hamlet cannot have acted in any dilatory fashion.
We now come to the device of the play within a play. The
j
“antic disposition” has failed; so Hamlet, at the first
'j
opportunity, decides upon the play as a method of catching
' the conscience of the King and forcing him to declare his
:
guilt. This is quick thinking, and what madman or dilatory !
i;
:
neurotic would be capable of carrying through such an idea, !
even if he did conceive it? As Pref
o
-s-sor Klttredge has said,
“The necessity for some device like the play within the play I
1
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its purpose.’*^ It is further noted that, ’’Significant, too, I
is the fact that the calm and philosophic Horatio--Hamlet ’ s '
sole confidant concerning the Ghost's revelation--accepts the
|
p
crucial experiment as necessary,”
With remarkable quickness of mind, Hamlet sees in the
players a chance to ’’catch the conscience of the King.” He
displays excellent memory about the play he wants put on, and
instructs the players admirably. There can be no delusion,
no incoherent thought here.
’’The play's the thing I” and the ruse works. Hamlet and
Horatio observe closely what takes place during the play, and
as the lines Hamlet has extemporised sear the King's very
soul, his guilt is conclusively established. As Kittredge
has said, ”[lt is significant that Horatio] agrees with
Hamlet that its [the play] success is conclusl ve.”*^ The
success of the ruse is evident in III, ii, 297: ”0 good
Horatio, I'll take the ghost's word for a thousand pound'.
Didst perceive?” Harrison confirms this when he says, ”ln
the play scene, Claudius reveals his guilt beyond any possible
doubt. Let us now proceed to the first opportunity Hamlet







3. Op. cit . , page 166.
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V/e have seen that the King, suspicious and heavily guarded
is a difficult person to get at with any evident hostile intent
As Ashv/orth remarks, ’’After the players' scene, the play is no
longer concerned with Hamlet's finding the facts of the murder,
but with the attempts of Hamlet and the King to kill each others
--'the pass and fell incensed points of mighty opposites.'
Hamlet can't kill the king publicly because he has no proof of
the crime that would have any public validity and because
Caludlus, like all kings, is constantly guarded.” Ashworth
notes that the Elizabethan was accustomed to seeing royalty
well ‘'attended" both in life and in plays. Also, Shakespeare's
stage directions are explicit, if brief. ”What would those
who talk of Hamlet's 'hesitation' have in mind? That he just
stick a sword into the King before anybody can stop him?
Naturally, even if he succeeded, he would immediately lose his
own life. Does that m.atter?”^ Harrison agrees with Ashworth
saying, ”At this point the Vifhole direction of the play changes.
In the act of proving for certain the guilt of his uncle,
Hamlet has revealed to Claudius that he knows all. The
initiative passes to Claudius, and he can take action against
phis nephew.” Kittredge affirms this when he says, "The
earliest moment at which Hamlet is justified in striking the
blow does not come until the end of the third scene of the
third act--or, in other v/ords
,
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more than half finished. It is the moment when Hamlet finds
the King at prayer (III, iii, 73):
Now might I do it pat, now he is praying;
And now I’ll do't.
Now for the first time, Claudius is off his guard, and his
attitude of prayer confirms the evidence--already strong
enough--that he is guilty.'*^
The first real chance Hamlet gets to kill the King comes
at the end of Act III, scene iii, when the play is more than
half over. -Profoq o-or Kittredge miay be quoted here to show
that Hamlet, up to now, has not been dilatory. ’’Obviously,
up to this point, we must acquit Hamlet of procrastination.
He had adopted the device of madness on the instant, immediatel
after the G-hosts revelation; and when this has failed as a
detective agency, he had utilized the first opportunity for a
further test--the play within a play. Note the promptitude
of his action in this regard. No sooner had he heard the
player’s declamation than his plan was formed. When the
players appear at Elsinore he is at his wit’s end for evidence.
The emotional effect of the Pyrrhus declamation— both upon
the player and upon himself--sugges ts a device which he
instantly puts into action. The interval between the
appearance of the Ghost and the arrival of the players is
hardly more than a couple of months.”^





In III, iii, 27,
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Polonius has told the King that Hamlet is with his mother;
* My Lord, he is going to his mother’s closet.’ The king,
believing himself safe, dismisses his guards and kneels to
pray (III, iii, 36-72). Hamlet, however, is not v/ith his
mother, and he comes upon the King alone and helpless, kneeling^'
in prayer. ’’Now might I do it pat, now he is praying.'* (Ill, i!
iii, 73.) Vrfe may now discuss the important matter of true
;
revenge as it was understood by Elizabethans.
|
Vi/hy does Hamlet not kill the King then and there? There
are excellent reasons.
The Elizabethan idea of revenge was not simple death; the -
culprit’s soul had to be damned to hell also. Kittredge is
j
explicit upon this point. '*The sight of the King on his
knees gives the finishing touch to the testimony of ’The i
Mousetrap.’ Nov/, then, at this the first usable opportmiity
, |
is Hamlet, if ever, in the mood to kill the King. Yet this is
the one moment when it is impossible for anyone but an
assassin to, strike."^ If Hamlet kills the King at prayer, in
a moment of remorse and confession, he will send the King
i
straight to heaven; this is not the Elizabethan idea of
revenge. Wagenknecht makes this subject most clear.
I
He asks, '*But why, then, does he not kill the King as soon as
the play is over?” To be sure ”He gets his chance, but--
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he cannot, must not, kill him. He is on his knees in pE«iyer,
,
This is the one point in the play at which Shakespeare
|
prepares an opportunity for Hamlet to kill the King prematurely]
upon the stage. And here Shakespeare carefully explains to
|j
us through Hamlet himself why he must pass up that opportunity.
'f|
Wagenknecht shows that in Shakespeare's day all Catholics and
|
I
most Protestants believed that the eternal state of a man's |l
II
soul depended upon his spiritual condition at the moment of
|
death. Claudius had killed King Hamlet without giving him a
1
I
chance to make his peace with God, which m.ade the crime all !
I
the more terrible. As is pointed out, "If Claudius had killed ,
him just after he had confessed his sins to a priest, received
jj
absolution, and partaken of holy communion, the crime would
still have been 'foul', as murder always is, but not most
\
foul, strange and unnatural,' like this murder by which an
unsuspecting man was
Cut off even in the blossoms of... [his] sin
Unhousel'd, disappointed, unanneal'd.
We must not permit the fact that we know that the King's
repentance is not sincere to cloud the issue for us. Hamlet
does not knov»r. It may be that ... the man has, for the moment,
made his peace v/ith God. But Hamlet knows him well enough to
be sure that if this is the case he will soon return to his
old ways. Is this, then, the time to strike the blow? Surely
' d,’,' »oo(U< 'tiia 00 'et ,^or.
®
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he who would strike down Claudius would be not an enemy but a
I
1 friend.^ To kill Claudius at prayer would only send him
i 2
I straight into paradise.
I Another reason why Hamlet cannot kill the kneeling King
is that the King, remorseful and penitent, has for the first
time in the play won the sympathy of the audience. As
Klttredge remarks, "How much stronger is the case when our very
souls have been shaken by the terrific mental and spiritual
struggle through which Claudius has just passed -- when (for
: the first time) our sympathies (if we are human) have gone out
to the man whom we have hitherto regarded with abhorrence. The
strenuous avenger Laertes would not have hesitated to plunge
I
his sword into the King's back as heartily and instinctively
as a bulldog bites. But such an act is not in accord v/ith
!
Ham.let's nature and education. Hamlet cannot butcher a
defenceless man. Nor would such an act accord with the
emotional mood of the audience at this juncture." Mentioning
that the Hamlet story has many incidents that are still to
come, Kittredge concludes his notes on this phase of the





2. George Lyman Kittredge em.phasizes this point and shows
that Shakespeare follows a well-established convention
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That such behavior on the part of Hamlet is neither weak
nor cowardly is proved by Kittredge. He says, ’’This does not
mean that he is born weakling or that he has learned inertia
at the university. For we must accept the valedictory tribute
of young Fortinbras -- the pattern of vigorous soldiership --
when he declares that Hamlet 'was likely, had he been put on,
to have proved most royally' (V, ii, 408-409).^
Edward Wagenknecht offers further proof. ’’When Hamlet
puts up his sword in the prayer scene he is manifesting not
weakness but strength. Once more he shows us that he is
master of himself, the cool, deliberate, trustworthy man in
whose hands his father's cause is safe.” Wagenknecht
emphasizes the almost unbelievable nervous strain under which
Hamlet has been laboring since the beginning of the play.”
Were he anything except the great hero that Shakespeare
intended him to be he would free himself of his agony at this
point: he would satisfy his blood and let his reason go. It
is Hamlet's supreme greatness that he never does that; he
never 'loses his head.' For a moment, it is true, he had
actually believed himself free. Then, with superb unselfish-




The next opportunity for Hamlet to kill the King comes in
the following scene (III, iv). So far then, there has been
1. Ibid . , page 968.





no delay, and Hamlet has not been weak, neurotic, mad, nor
dilatory. Hamlet goes directly from the King to Gertrude’s
chamber and there, sensing a movement behind the arras,
immediately draws his sword and stabs with great dispatch the
ful stroke is hardly the act of a dilatory neurotic. As
Kittredge says, ’’The moment comes in the very next scene.
found the victim it aimed at) neither he -- nor even we, his
modern, judges -- could have felt the slightest scruple. And
then he acts with decision. It is in his mother’s chamber,
when he thrusts his sword through the arras and kills Polonius,
Edward VJagenknecht has the following to say of this
matter: ’*Why, then, does he not kill the King later thailr
night? Strictly speaking he has no opportunity which the
dramatist prepares for him on the stage. Yet at one point he
does find himself in a situation in which, in his excitement,
he conceives the possibility that the King may be at his
mercy. How does he meet that test? He acts, immediately,
vigorously, effectively, I refer, of course, to the scene in
which he kills Polonius.... He believes himself to have walked
into a trap. If he does not move now, he may never have a
chance to move again. So he strikes.”^
1. This is clear in Hamlet’s lines: ”Is it the King?'* and
took thee for thy better.'* (Ill, 4, 25, 52).
man whom he suspects to be the King.^ This one, clean, force-
when Hamlet is nerved to strike and when (if his sword had
p
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i'Vom now on the King is even more heavily guarded than
j
before. Claudius knows that Hamlet wants to kill him,^ and
j
plans to send Hamlet to England, there to be killed. As i
I
Klttredge states, "There is no moment until the very end of I
p j
the play when Hamlet has Claudius at his mercy." At the end
of Act III both Hamlet and the King are trying to kill each
|
other. The King is unassailable, and Hamlet, v/atched closely
by Guildenstern and Rosencrantz, can do nothing.
So far, then, there has been no delay beyond that produced
by external circumstances. As Klttredge points out, the story
of Hamlet is one "of necessarily deferred revenge."
During Act IV, Hamlet is not in Denmark; he cannot, then,
be blamed for any procrastination until he returns. In this
act, however, we see Hamlet perform some very daring feats
which show great courage and ability to act quickly when the
chance might present itself.
In his letter to Horatio, Hamlet tells of his actions on
shipboard (IV, vi, 12-30). At the end of the play (V, ii,
12-55)^ Hamlet tells Horatio of his obtaining and forging of
the letters carried by Rosencrantz and Guildenstern. Are
these the actions of a dilatory neurotic; of a man who cannot
bring himself to act? Hamlet gets up in the dead of night.
2 .
3.
Cf. IV, 1, 13: "It had been so v/ith us [i.e., v;ith me,
the King], had we been there." See also IV, vii, 3-5.
The King is speaking to Laertes, "Sith you have heard,
and with a knov^ing ear, that he which hath your noble
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steals through the narrow passages of the pitching ship, and
enters the cabin of the two men who have been set to guard
him. These men would stab on sight or sound without a
moment's hesitation, yet Hamlet reads their papers, forges
them, and returns them to their proper places. These are
actions which take far more than average courage. The scheme
demanded daring, intelligent planning, and the rare ability to
act calmly and rationally in an extremely tense situation.
V/here is the weak hesitation in this?
Also, Hamlet is the only person on the ship who boards
the pirate vessel in the figiht on the following day (III, vi,
12-30). He certainly is no weakling at this time. After
being taken by the pirates, Hamlet must have been man enough
and quick-witted enough to have convinced these rough men
that he could strike a worthwhile bargain with them. There is
»
obviously no hesitancy, no weak-willed procrastination, no
neurotic fear in Hamlet throughout these actions.
It has been questioned why Hamlet allowed himself to be
sent to England. John Dover Wilson agrees that Hamlet has
’’lost the game*' for the moment, and wonders why he does not
resist being sent to England when he has ’’cause and will and
strength to do it.”^ Andrew Cecil Bradley says, ’’The idea of
2
refusing to go appears not to occur to him." Wagenknecht
1. J. Dover Wilson, What Happens in Hamlet
,
New York, Mac-
millan Co., 1935, page 238.
2. A. C. Bradley, Shakespearean Tragedy
,
London, Macmillan
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•(
sums up this matter in an effective manner. ”But why does he
|
allow himself to be shipped to England, and that, too, just at
!
the moment when he has completely satisfied himself of his
uncle's guilt? I know of no completely satisfactory solution
of this problem. I believe that some technical difficulty
enters at this point, but I cannot precisely define it. It
is clear, however, that Hamlet realizes that the killing of
Polonius was a false move. Ihis is not the time to strike
another blow. The play does not as a whole support V^erder's
theory that Hamlet was more interested in unmasking the King
than in killing him, but V»erder did get hold of an idea here
which many orthodox commentators have ignored. Hamlet's
dying charge to Horatio is ample evidence that he was interests
in his reputation: he does not wish to leave a bad name. The
perfect revenge, which he is to attain without tainting his
own soul, might well be supposed to involve a certain amount
of self-vindication. Who can suppose that either Hamlet or
his father's ghost would be content to have the Danes believe
that young Hamlet in a fit of madness had slaughtered both his
King and the King's chief courtier?'*^ The preceding quotation
says all that needs to be said about this matter.
As soon as Hamlet returns from England he takes up his
business of revenge. He writes a letter to the King stating,
with thinly veiled defiance, that he is back in Denmark and
I
a
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and will appear shortly at Elsinore. ViJhen he arrives there,
both he and the King are under heavy guard. Until the end of
the play, as Kittredge has pointed out, he has no possible
chance to kill Claudius.^
Yet Hamlet, while he awaits his chance to get his revenge
performs several more quick-witted, daring deeds which are not
at all those of a weak, dilatory neurotic. He boldly leaps
into the grave of Ophelia and graoples with Laertes (V, ii,
281-288). He has practiced fencing every day (V, ii, 221)
and more than holds his own in the duel with Laertes. He
notices, in the midst of the duel that Laertes’ foil is
’’unbuttoned”, and he forces an exchange of foils (V, ii, 312).
Hamlet then kills Laertes (V, ii, 312 f) and the King with
glorious dispatch (V, ii, 332 f).
As Kittredge says, ”And finally, when vengeance comes,
it involves the avenger as well as the criminal. And this
is well, for nothing could so completely justify Hamlet as
the situation at the end of the tragedy. He kills the King
in hot blood--as it were in a hand-to-hand struggle--and
,
in
this melee, he acts, to all intents and purposes, in self
defence, for Claudius (by the trick of the poisoned rapier
p
and the poisoned drink) has struck the first blow.”
Andrew Cecil Bradley remarks on the fire and forcefulness
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court stands helpless, who as the truth breaks upon him, rushesl
h
on the King, drives his foil right through his body, then
seizes the poisoned cup and forces it violently between the
|
i!
wretched man’s lips and in the throes of death has force and
j|
|l
fire enough to wrest the cup from Horatio's hand lest he
should drink, and die. This man, the Hamlet of the play, is
a heroic, terrible figure.'*^
j
Edward Wagenknecht adds, ’’But what of the perfect revenge?
'Taint not thy mind.' Does Hamlet secure it? I do not see
how anybody can doubt it. Instead of himself laying a trap
for the King, instead of Ingeniously betraying him to his
death, Hamlet allows the villain himself to take the initiative
,
thus loading his own soul with the full burden of slaughter at
the end of the play. So, as Werder pointed out, the promise
he made in sparing the King at prayer is beautifully fulfilled.
And Shakespeare, who is quite capable of riding two horses
going in opposite directions at the same time, thus manages
to enable his hero to fulful a barbarous injunction without
in the least forfeiting the sympathy of a more sophisticated
and more sensitive age.”^ Finally, Hamlet himself dies.
V/agenknecht feels that it is better so. To fulfil his duty,
Hamlet makes the last supreme sacrifice: he lays down his
own life. Wagenknecht further notes that despite the complete
absence in Hamlet of the ’’poetic” justice which the ’’tragic
1. 0£. cit .
,
page 102.
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flaw’* proponents labor so desperately to save, the end of the
play is not depressing, but "uplifting, purifying... he has
fulfilled a sacred obligation; he has kept his own soul clean,'*
Good night, sweet prince.
And flights of angels sing thee to thy rest.
Before we conclude this matter of Hamlet’s delay, mention
must be made of Hamlet's self-admonitory lines. Mij does
Hamlet condemn himself as dilatory in the fourth soliloquy (IV,
iv, 32). Elmer Edger Stoll has declared that Hamlet’s
reproaches are merely self-exhortations which serve to remind
the audience that he has not forgotten his task. "The
dramatist could not (if he would) change the popular old story;
the capital deed must, as there and in all other great revenge
plays, ancient or modern, come at the end. Therefore, like
Kyd and Seneca, though more skilfully, Shakespeare motivates
this postponement of the catastrophe by the hero’s self-
reproaches, not in the sense of grounding it in character, but
of explaining it and bridging it over: by these reminders he
makes the audience feel that the main business at hand is not
2lost to view.’*
It must be obvious by now that Hamlet was not mad, dila-
tory, weak, neurotic, or cowardly. Vy'e have no choice other
than to take Portinbras’ closing words in the play at their
face value.
1. Clt . , /^6'.
2. E. E. Stoll, Hamlet the Man
,
The Eng;lish Association .
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Bear Hamlet like a soldier from the stage;
For he was likely, had he been put on.
To have proved most royally; and for his passage
The soldiers’ music and the rites of war
Speak loudly for him.
In closing, let us ask v;ith Fir. Ashv/orth, ’‘Where in the
name of common sense is the ’hesitation’ in all this? Almost
as soon as Hamlet is in the same country with the King, after
he has made sure that the King committed the crime, Hamlet
kills him.’*^
V\ie have proved that Hamlet is neither mad nor dilatory.
In so doing, we have refuted the claims made by the psychia-
trists quoted in chapter one that Hamlet was psychotic and
hlsitant. Vife have seen in chapter two that Shakespeare sub-
scribed to the psychology of his own times, not to the tenets
of modern psychopathology.
Before going on to chapter four, we must clear up in
greater detail the errors in the Preud-Jones theory of Hamlet’
2Oedipus complex. We have pointed out in chanter three that
Freud and Jones completely Ignored the Elizabethan audience
when they claimed that Hamlet was dilatory when he failed to
kill the King at prayer. They saw in this an identification
on the part of Hamlet with his uncle. Further refutation is
necessary here.
The Preud-Jones theory claims ’’hesitancy” for Hamlet--
the Hamlet who stabs violently into the arras as we have
1. Op. cit . , page 31.
2. This thesis, page 59,
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already seen.^ According to Freud, Hamlet is able to do any-
2thing but take vengeance on his uncle. And yet Freud states
that Hamlet is not ’’wholly Incapable of action” since ”he
stabs the eavesdropper behind the arras.” Now just who did
Freud think was behind the arras? More important, did he not
recognize that Hamlet thought that the eavesdropper was the
King when he stabbed him? Apparently, Freud has not read the
play with much attention.
Dr. Jones, who follows Freud closely, makes the same
V.
mistake. He goes even further in claiming that there is Ti
strong theme of infantilism in Hamlet . He gives as examples
Polonius' behavior in the Queen's ’’bedchamber” (III, iv, 1-7)
and the King's curiosity concerning Hamlet being in his
mother's room”'^(III, iv, 27). Mr. Ashworth points out that
the chamber is not a ’’bedchamber” as Jones claims, and that
”if the 'curiosity' of a King about a mian plotting against
his life is infantile, then we can say with Jones that Shakes-
peare is developing an 'infantile curosity themel” Apparently
Freud and Jones cannot read the printed word. As Mr. Ashworth
says, "Freud displayed no interest in Shakespeare's culture--
the belief in ghosts and demons, for example. Probably --








4. 0£. cit . pages 18-20.
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remember his ambiguous reference to the ’eavesdropper’ -- he
ii
couldn’t even read accurately Shakespeare’s English,'*^
j|
ji
"V^atever we say or think or do, however, let’s not lay Ij
that flattering unction to our souls that ’hesitation,’ even
if allegedly caused by an Oedipus complex, is the act of










It must be clear that the approach of most of the neuro- ^
psychiatrists to Shakespeare’s drama is anything but an
|;
i
historical one. They have viewed his characters as patients i
in their own asylums, they have judged men in Shakespeare's
plays by the standards of today, and they have made diagnoses
by the tests and standards of their own time, too often !
j
supplying out of their ov/n enthusiasm and imagination what
j
was not intended by Shakespeare. They have hailed Shakespeare i
as the most modern of psychopathologists, and they have tried
|
I
to apply modern critical standards to Renaissance material.
They have completely missed the essence of Shakespeare and
what he portrayed in his plays. V»hat has led them into this
error? Vftiy did these intelligent men see Shakespeare as a
nineteenth century psychiatrist?
We have seen that Shakespeare was primarily an Elizabethan;
that ”he did not seek consciously to embody psychological
principles anywhere in his work, for he was pre*eminently an
artist.'* We have seen that scholarship has uncovered "from
the psychological treatises contemporary or nearly contemporary
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English,” a complete system of Elizabethan psychology^ which
would readily allow for the adequate explanation of the many
characters v/ithout need for recourse to modern psychiatric
principles*^ That the characters lend themselves easily to
neuropsychiatric interpretations is greater tribute to
Shakespeare the dramatist^ u.. utoil than^Shakespeare the psycho-
pathologist. What, then, has le l^d those men astray who have
missed these points?
The chief difficulty, as Miss Anderson suggests, lies in
the fact tPat these commentators have, in accordance with
modern concepts of the personality, sought for unity and
consistency in Shakespeare's characters. They have tried to
apply modern standards to an ancient work of art. ’’Modern
psychology finds unity in human behavior; hence we have come
to demand of our literary artists works that are well-knit
in purpose and impeccable in characterization. Yife have also
allowed ourselves to forget that Elizabethan thinking
emphasizes variability and even inconsistency in conduct... .
The Elizabethan did not search for unity in human behavior.
His theory of the soul and of its relation to the macrocosm
accounts for inconsistencies.” This is what has led the
psychiatrists astray. They have tried to make the characters
in Shakespeare, as we have seen them trying to do with Hamlet,
page 4.
2. Xf..^his thesis, chapter two,
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consistent and unified by modern critical tenets, •ferest Dr.
Kellogg speaks of Hamlet as ’’furnishing ... evidence of the
wonderful sagacity of the poet, and the truthfulness to nature,
and consistency with which he works out whatever he under-
takes .
The same search is implied in all the works discussed in
chapter one. Here is the basic error, for ’’Shakespeare,
accenting the view held by his contemporaries, could not have
been greatly concerned with consistency in characterization.
V^hen we look for absolute unity in his characters [ unity in
the modern sense]
,
we are looking for something the
Elizabethan did not recognize except as an ideal rarely
attained; and consequently for something Shakespeare could
hardly have striven to present in his tragic heroes. Usually,
moreover, he was handling old material, sometimes even old
plays. His characters do the things previously set down for
them to do, and this fact may account in part for their
inconsistencies. Shakespeare was also making use of a theory
which teaches that our lives are *not all of a Piece, but made
up of disagreeing and different Parcels.’ Conflicting motives
and contradictory actions could not have troubled him as they
trouble us today. In the light of Elizabethan thinking,
therefore, his characters are more rational beings than we
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jare richer in meaning.”^ Miss Anderson has said all that needs
! to be said on this subject for the purposes of this chapter;
I
I
she answers the question ^ why consistency may be lacking in
Shakespeare's characters. There is a great deal of unity and
consistency in Hamlet even by modern standards, but the
characters in the play can be studied only in the light of
Elizabethan beliefs.
V<e have seen in the literature quoted in this thesis the
opinions of many non-medical critics v/ho claim that Shakespeare|j
had no modern knowledge of psychopathology and was not writing
about a psychopathic case in Hamlet
.
ViJe have refuted the
opinions to the contrary held by the medical writers on this
j
subject. One lone medical commentator, however. Dr. C. L.
Whitmere, has aoparently accepted Shakespeare's ”Mad Folk” for
what they really are. He commits the same literary crime that
his colleagues have^^before him, that of seeking nineteenth '
century consistency in purely Elizabethan characters, but he I
has not supplied from his ow’n imagination what was not there.
He says that ”Shakespeare ... shows no great insight into the
I
field of feeblemindedness and only seems to have considered a
person as feebleminded who was a groveling and drooling idiot.”'
He further states that "most insanities looked about alike to
him,” and he asserts that Shakespeare has been guilty of
”many inconsistencies” in the field of psychopathology.
^ Qy > J pages 175-176.
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The tremendous influence of Sigmund Freud's theories
upon the science of Psychology has led psychiatrists to
invade the field of literary criticism with the intent of
applying those theories to Shakespeare's drama. These
medical writers all claim specialized nineteenth century
psychopathological knov/ledge for Shakespeare, The purpose
of this thesis is to refute those claims, and such refutation
is considered to be adequately accomplished by the analysis
of Hamlet ,
The movie version of Hamlet presentea by Sir Laurence
Olivier has reopened the argument concerning the character
of Hamlet, and this thesis is presented because of the
renewed discussion of the old problem,
It is necessary first to review the literature claiming
specialized and modern psychopathological knov/ledge for
Shakespeare, It is these claimants that this thesis
attempts to prove in error,
Shakespeare depicted human beings with remarkable
accuracy and insight, and it is this ability to portray
character that has allowed manj?’ psychiatrists to find in
Shakespeare's drama examples of various forms of mental
abnormality
.
Dr. G-eorge Ellery Price, a neurologist, sees in
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Shaliespeare a competant neuropsychiatrist. Ke finds
Shakespeare's insight and analysis of the workings of the
mind something at which to marvel.
The Freudians consider Shakespeare to be a powerful
depiotor of neuroses. In Hamlet they find an example of
an unresolved Oedipus complex which prevents Hamlet from
seeking his revenge.
Dr, James Frederich Rogers, a psychiatrist, claims that
Shakespeare has no equal as a minister to the mind.
Dr, Max Kahn, a psychobiologist, states that
Shakespeare's knowledge of insanity was immense,
V/e have examples, then, of four separate psychological
"fields" all agreeing that Shakespeare had nineteenth-
j
century psychological knov/ledge.
These psychiatrists have failed as critics because they
have not examined Shakespeare's psychological knowledge, they
have not studied Elizabethan ideas of character, nor have they
judged Shakespeare by Renaissance critical standards. Let
us take up these medical critics chronologically and
examine what they have to say about Hamlet
.
i
Dr. Edgar Berge Brigham (1844), head of the New York ij
State Lunatic Asylum at Utica, speaks of Shakespeare's
remarkable ability and accuracy in depicting insanity. He
|
feels that Hamlet was insane. i'
Is
Dr. Isaac Ray (184?) considers that Shakesneare was
far in advance of his times in his psychological knowledge.
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Dr. John Charles Bucknill (1867) ld..-JrdrLi^iar4re^ Shakes-
peare's presentation in Hamlet of a mind fallen.
Dr. Abner Otis Kellogg (1868). praises Shakespeare's
intuitive psychological knovj^ledge and v/onders if he was not
once a psychiatrist at Bedlam Hospital.
Sigmund Freud (1900). sees Hamlet as an example of the
Oedipus complex: a man who is rendered incapable of action by
his neurosis.
Dr. Ernest Jones (1911) elaborates upon Freud's theory.
The medical critics feel that the lay commentators
have failed to understand Hamlet because they had not enough
medical knowledge. These psychiatrists feel that it is
only when Hamlet is considered to be insane that the
character becomes consistent.
Before the medical critics can be refuted, we must
examine Just what psychological knowledge Shakespeare
probably had. The system of Elizabethan psychology avail-
able to Shakespeare will be discussed.
Miss Ruth Leone Anderson has made an extremely careful
1
1
study of or ip;inal" sources in her work entitled Elizabethan 1
Psvcholop;y and Shakespeare's Plays. This v;ork shows that
Shakespeare had available to him in English a complete
system of psychology. Miss Anderson points out numerous
examples in Shakespeare's plays which indicate that he
1
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subscribed, to these Elizabethan theories.
Shakespeare believed that the balance in the body of
humors, vapors, and spirits produced the personality of a
human being. It vras with these ideas, and not with
nineteenth-century theories of complexes, that Shakespeare
was familiar. In Hamlet Shakespeare did no more than present
a man's personality as it was understood by Elizabethans.
Examples of Shakespeare’s belief in the Elizabethan theories
are numerous in Hamlet , and there is no indication in the jJ.
play of any nineteenth-century knowledge.
As Miss Anderson points out, Shakespeare was pre-
eminently an Elizabethan artist who did not write a
psychological study of Hamlet for neuropsychiatrists.
In order to refute the claims of the medical critics,
we have to show not only that Shakespeare v;as a man of his
times, but also that Hamlet was neither mad nor dilatory.
If we can do this, the arguments of the psychiatrists v/ho
claim otherwise must fall to the ground.
That Hamlet is not mad becomes obvious when we consider
that in no place in the pla})- is he incoherent when he must
be sensible. Horatio, Hamlet’s best friend, considers him
to be sane, and in the truth-giving soliloquies Hamlet is
always coherent, sensible, and rational, Shakespeare, also,
would not have made the protagonist of such a play as
Hamlet an insane man. Too, nowhere in the sources for the
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dilatory is clear when we examine the following points:
1, The first act is over before Hamlet knows of his
father's murder by Claudius,
2, Hamlet immediately decides to feign madness in
order to eavesdrop and get information,
3, Hamlet must ascertain whether the Ghost is really
the spirit of his father or a demon masquerading
as such,
4, The "antic disposition" fails because Claudius is
clever and suspicious and Gertrude is innocent,
5, Claudius is always heaviljr guarded and is difficult
to approach,
6, lichen the "antic disposition" fails, Hamlet seizes
the first opportunity available and conceived of the
play within the play. This establishes the King’s
guilt,
7, Hamlet comes upon Claudius alone at prayer but
cannot kill him, since to do so would fail to meet
the demands of Elizabethan revenge, Claudius'
soul must be damned to hell, not sent to heaven, as
would have been the case had Hamlet killed the King
at prayer. Also, the King has for the first time
become sympathetic, Claudius cannot die at this
time for dramatic, moral, and physical reasons.
Up to this point only two months have passed, and
Hamlet has not yet been dilatory,
8, Thinking that it is Claudius behind the arras in
the ^Jft'.ueen's closet, Hamlet acts instantly. He
finds that he has killed Polonius. There is no
hesitancy in such action,
9, From now on the King knows that Hamlet means to
kill him. Both Claudius and Hamlet are practically
surrounded by guards
,
10, In the fourth act Hamlet is not in Denmark, On the
ship for England Hamlet proves himself brave,
rational, and quick' to act. He forges the papers
which spelled out his own death, deals bravely with
the pirates, and returns to Denmark for his revenge,
11, In the duel with Laertes Hamlet shows his superiorityji
He forces the exchange of foils and acts bravely and
|
quickly at all times.
12, Hamlet acts decisively over the poison in the final
scene, and he kills the King with despatch.
Fortinbras' eulogy must be taken at face value.
Hamlet was not mad nor dilatory. Therefore those
psychiatrists who claim that he was are wrong.
In conclusion, the reasons why the psychiatrists..were

led astray must be examined.
These medical critics have sought for modern consistency
in a Renaissance hero v;ho was the product of a time which
did not find consistency in human behavior. In attempting
to apply nineteenth-century critical standards to Shakespeare's
play, in seeking consistency of characterization where it was
ji
not meant to be, the psychiatrists have erred seriously,
ll
Only one medical critic. Dr. C. L. V/hitmere, has
considered Shakespeare's "Imd Folk" to be what they really
are. Dr. V/hitmere claims that Shakespeare had no nineteenth-
century psychopathological knowledge and depicted mental
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